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What Will Mobile
Broadband Mean?

of radio stations across this country every day. However, without the
engineering skill and determination of
a young broadcast ;
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For Some in Radio, the Big Data Pipe
Is More an Opportunity Than aThreat
BY JAMES CARELESS
Can local radio stand up to mobile
broadband competition? Will it profit
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and other wireless devices — will affect
our business.
Most sounded upbeat.
It is in the car where much of the
focus is drawn, thanks to radio's tra-

engineer in 1984,
the now-simple act
of putting a call on
the air could have
remained a challenge.
Steve
Church,
Steve Church,
founder and chief
shown at the
executive
officer
AES Convention
of Telos Systems,
in New York.
developed the first
broadcast studio product using digital
audio technology. The Telos 10 telephone hybrid was asmash success as
stations raced to replace clunky analog

(continued on page 8)

(continued on page 32)

from this growing platform?
In anticipation of the FCC's National
Broadband Plan, which was released
in March, Radio World recently asked
several industry observers how the
expected ability of consumers to access
more and faster Internet-based content
through cellular networks — whether in
vehicles or on foot, via iPhones, laptops
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The Vorsis VP8Digital Audio Processor delivers clean detailed sound
at agreat price. In fact, you can easily spend two to three times more
and still not match the VP-8's performance.
Installation and setup takes only minutes. The VP- 8 is loaded and
ready to go for FM, AM, FM- HD, AM- HD, streaming, and studio
processing. It's great sounding presets are carefully tailored for your
format and media. No need to spend endless hours tweaking, the
V13 -8 will make your station sound great, right out of the box.

Of course, if tweaking is your thing, VP- 8lets you under the hood with
acomplete toolset - in the VP-8, nothing is hidden. With its 4- band
AGO/compressor and 8- band limiter, the VP-8 boasts more bands
than any other processor in its price range to give you avery clean,
loud, competitive sound that doesn't destroy the music.
It also includes features rarely found even on top-of- the- line
processors: a reference-grade stereo encoder for FM, built-in test
oscillator, diversity delay, multi- point headphone monitoring, and
extensive metering.

For FM stations, expect a sound that easily holds its own with your
high- power major market competitors. Listeners comment that with
the VP- 8 they now hear the rest of the music! AM stations often
experience a dramatic increase in coverage area along with greatly
improved intelligibility and sound quality.

The bottom line? The Vorsis VP- 8gives more bang per buck than any
other audio processor in its class (and then some). And since Vorsis is
designed and built by Wheatstone here in the US, you know it'll hold
up and be supported 24/7 for years and years.

The VP- 8 is also ideal for streaming audio, studio processing, as a
versatile backup processor or as an STL protection limiter.

Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set up a
demo. You'll be happy you did. Vorsis— more listeners listening more.
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RDS: Optimize RadioText Send Rate

28,701 products in
stock at press time!

BSW

BY ALAN JURISON
in
the March 10 issue, Ioutlined the history of RDS/RBDS and the differences
between the 64-character RadioText and
eight-character Program Service.
In

our first article of a series,

RADIODATA
Let's go in-depth on how you can
optimize them for your stations.
With the renewed importance of
RadioText (RT), you should evaluate
your RT send rate.
Most RDS encoders allow an engineer to adjust how frequently the RT is
sent in comparison to other RDS data
groups. The manufacturer's default settings are not necessarily ideal for agood
end-user experience, so they require
your attention.
When we tune to astation with RDS

Photo by Alan Jurnon
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BSWUSA.COM
and RT, the receiver looks at the RDS
signal and starts decoding. Often, it
waits until the RT has been sent twice,
to make sure it was received without
any errors, before displaying it. If your
station isn't sending RT frequently, this
process can take too long.
RDS encoders often arrive from the
manufacturer with a very slow setting.
For example, the default on one popular
model is set to send one RT group for
every four PS groups. With a default
setting such as this, the receiver takes
up to 15 seconds to decode the RT
under optimal conditions. Add in some
signal impairments such as multipath or
aweak signal, and this process can take
even longer.
This creates a bad user experience.
Now add the new RadioText+ tagging
standards (to be discussed later in this
series) and it's clear that your RT transmission rate is an important component
to check and consider adjusting.
I recommend increasing the RT

from $124!

800-426-8434

transmission rate from the defaults to
increase how frequently the RT is sent.
The more frequently it is sent, the quicker a receiver can decode and display
it to your listeners. Using the example
above, instead of one RT group for
every four PS groups, I'd recommend
sending three RT for one PS.
RT TRANSMISSION RATES
RT transmission rates didn't matter
much when the RT was mostly hidden
on capable mobile receivers. If it took
15-20 seconds to resolve, it wasn't a
big deal.
Now it matters more; and Ibelieve
we as an industry need to be more
aggressive in our RT transmission rates.
This is even more important when
it comes to new portable RDS receivers on the market that display the RT
prominently. They also are more likely
to be operating at lower signal levels
due to antenna design, just like using
a headphone cable instead of a better

antenna, and are more likely to be used
in areas with multipath or other signal
impairments, such as inside buildings.
Before adjusting your RT send rates,
understand what you're doing. By
increasing the rate you're making a
tradeoff on other RDS functions.
The RDS standard is avery slow data
stream, under 1,200 bits per second, and
there is alimit on how many bits can be
sent every second.
When you increase the RT rate, whatever else you are doing with your RDS
may suffer because fewer bits will be
available for these functions. The PS
will be sent less frequently; accordingly,
you should make time delay adjustments to the "scrolling" or dynamic PS
to maintain agood user experience. I'll
have more on that in the next article in
the series.
If your station uses other RDS "specialized" features contained in the Open
Data Application (ODA) groups such
(continued Orl page 5)
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Harris/SCMS: An Adjustment in Plans
The Third- Party

esale Business Continues to Evolve in Radio

W

ill Isee you at the NAB Show?
Ihope you'll make the time and
effort to come, as an extension of the
philosophy of lifelong learning we talked about last time.
In this issue we preview Broadcast
Management Conference sessions, and
contributor James Careless talks to consultant Dan O'Day about whether radio
organizations are using Twitter effec-

tively. Also, if you attend the show, stop
by the Radio World booth at C1458 or
look for me walking around the exhibit
floor (no doubt trying to identify which
booth has the thickest carpet padding).
I'll be interested to see how radio
floor traffic differs now that most radio/
audio booths are in the front end of the
Central Hall. Isuspect this will be a
good change and we'll sense adifferent

Need Headphone
For lots of listeners or just afew, with
or without Talkback,
Henry's got your
headphone solution!

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane

feel to traffic as aresult.

I
raised my eyebrows at news that Harris
has appointed SCMS as its exclusive
reseller for its line of PR&E studio
systems and consoles to the U.S. radio
broadcast market. It was areminder how
much has changed in the dealer business
since the days of Allied ( not to mention
the days of Pacific Recorders).
In case you missed our story on Radio
World NewsBytes, SCMS becomes the
only U.S. dealer of those products. "The
agreement also confirms SCMS as the
main U.S. dealer for Harris radio transmission sales," the companies stated in
the announcement. "Harris will continue
to provide the majority of field service
and technical support for its radio broadcast customers."

will extend its reach into small and
medium-sized markets for single- item
sales and help it sell systems and packages. Redmond also remarked on the
reach of SCMS and the "savvy and
skills" of its sales people. "We reflected
on our studio sales strategy and decided
to seek out asingle representative with a
nationwide presence that is well-educated, focused and able to support alonger
selling cycle."
In reply to my query about the ties
between the two companies, SCMS
owner Bob Cauthen replied, "The relationship has grown since we purchased
the Broadcast Center from them three
years ago this July. We continue to provide Harris many vendor items for their
111141111MM

Use MultiPhones II fo
multi- listener systems
with Talkback/IFB.

IMILTIPHONES ""=.e..:.r.

Harris, SCMS and many other companies have
streamlined and adjusted their business plans based on
the changes to our industry.
—Bob Cauthen
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Each Guest Pod is a headphone amp
with headphone jacks and a
volume control. Guest Pods can be
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1

MiniPods are ultra- compact headphone
amps, ideal for under- counter installations.
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Either way, you can use cat5 cables to
daisy- chain several MiniPods together to
make a multi- listener network.
In stock at all Henry Engineering dealers.
Visit www.henryeng.com for full specs.
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We Build Solutions
(626) 355-3656
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A company spokesman emphasized
to me that Harris will continue to employ
its in-house sales staff to sell Harris
products.
This is another step away from the
way Harris Broadcast sold gear in the
past. In 2007, as we reported then, it
sold its third-party product resale business to SCMS, which hired two Harris
employees, purchased the dealer inventory and had phone lines transferred
to SCMS for non-Harris manufactured
items. That ended a long era in which
Harris was among dominant U.S. providers of "dealer products." (Its core
business building transmitters, consoles
and other hardware remained.)
Also that year, Harris named approximately a dozen "channel partners," at
least some of which have since been
selling PR&E products. Now, any who
carried PR&E gear will no longer do
so. Director of Strategic Marketing Rich
Redmond sought to make clear that the
change in arrangements does not reflect
poorly on them.
"We are maintaining contractual relationships with a number of these companies for our Intraplex STL business,
where we'll continue to have an array
of resellers, and SCMS will continue
to make Harris PR&E studio products
available for them to support their customers as well."
Harris believes the new arrangement

packages and we have been their largest
reseller for transmission systems. They
have wanted us to market their studio
systems for some time."
Knowing that SCMS has invested
a lot in the dealer business ( in a separate purchase in late 2008, it acquired
Bradley Broadcast Sales), Iwas interested to hear that Cauthen views the
radio equipment industry as a "very
mature" one.
"Many would say it is actually shrinking, especially with the demise of many
major groups. Ithink a lot of us in the
industry predicted this would eventually
happen because the purchase prices of
many stations just were too high with
respect to ad revenues.
"It will get worse if the industry does
not embrace IBOC (whether you like the
technology or not), because Internet radio
and variations of that will pass us by,"
Cauthen said. "The past station purchase
prices could only be justified by stock values and stock sales, and everyone knows
what happened on Wall Street.
"I always equated it to ' musical
chairs, — he concluded. "Sooner or later
stockholders were going to lose when the
music stopped and the stock prices could
not be justified with respect to actual
profits from ad sales. Harris, SCMS and
many other companies have streamlined
and adjusted their business plans based
on the changes to our industry."
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lnovonics 711/Audemat FMB1, FMB10

RT_RATE=1

aS Traffic Message Channel (TMC), you
may want to consult with your corporate
engineering staff or the vendor with
whom you have an agreement to make
sure the settings you change don't affect
these services.
You may need to reduce RT sending
rates from my recommendations as a
compromise between abetter RT experience for the listener and making sure you
are meeting ODA obligations.
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DRTS=9
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ENCODER -SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
I've developed a recommended RT
sending rate based on my own in-field
testing with various RDS receivers on
the market.
My benchmark for developing these
recommended settings was to get the
RT to display, in optimal reception conditions, in three to four seconds after
you've tuned to the station, or after it has
been changed, for example when a new
song or program element has come on.
See my encoder-specific recommendations in the accompanying chart.
Some may consider these settings too
aggressive, but Ithink the industry needs
to make an aggressive improvement
overall in its RT sending rates to give a
good user experience. Remember, three
to four seconds is the optimal experience.
Under bad signal conditions, the radio
will take longer to display the RT. Even
with these recommended RT settings,
under poor reception conditions, RT can
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ROUNDUP
SPECTRUM ID TOOL: The Federal
Communications Commission has
released a " Spectrum Dashboard"
to help users identify spectrum
license holders and produce maps
of geographical service areas for
specific licenses. The initial version released covers 225 MHz to
3.7 GHz, spectrum allocations
potentially usable for mobile
broadband. Explore the dashboard
at: reboot. fcc.govIreformlsystems1
spectrum-dashboard.
HARRIS, SCMS: Harris appointed
SCMS exclusive reseller for its
PR&E studio systems and consoles
in the U.S. Harris also confirmed
SCMS as the main U.S. dealer for
Harris radio transmission sales,
though Harris will çontinue to
provide the majority of field service and technical support for its
radio broadcast customers.

Recommended RadioText (RT) Send Rates for several popular models of encoder.
Note that these settings may interfere with special ODA groups you may be transmitting such as leased traffic or other data. If you transmit such data, consult your
corporate engineering staff or the company leasing the data from you to ensure
you do not interfere with these services.
take 10 or more seconds to display.
If you left the RT send rates at the
typical factory default, in those conditions your receiver may take 30 or more
seconds to display the RT or perhaps
never resolve the RT.
To combat display problems on legacy
receivers, some RDS encoders give you
the option to always send 64 characters
in the RT. If you send something under
64 characters, the encoder adds spaces
to the RT.
It is my experience that few if any
receivers on the market need this option;
if your encoder has this ability, Iwould
turn it off. The longer the RT, the longer
it takes to transmit to the receivers.
By always transmitting 64 characters,
you will always have maximum delay.
Most receivers do not display the RT

data until it's been fully received without
errors twice. If the RT contains less than
64 characters, you're slowing the process
of displaying RT data to the receiver
unnecessarily.
Unfortunately, with some legacy
encoders, you cannot turn off this option.
Ihope you're enjoying this series. Feel
free to comment while we go along. My
e-mail is alan.jurison@citcomm.com.
Maybe you have settings you like better,
or other findings regarding RDS.
In our next article we'll discuss optimizing dynamic PS scrolling displays.
Alan Jurison is a regional IT manager/broadcast engineer for Citadel
Broadcasting in Syracuse, N.Y. He holds
several SBE certifications, including
CSRE, AMD, DRB and CBNT. Opinions
are the author's own.
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The FCC Goes Spectrum Hunting
Reallocation of Broadcast Space Is Part of the
Thinking at the Genachowski FCC
A chapter of the FCC's National
Broadband Plan is devoted to spectrum.
One goal in that chapter is to make
more spectrum available for broadband within 10 years. A recommendation within that goal is to make 500
megahertz available within the next 10
years, of which 300 megahertz between
225 MHz and 3.7 GHz should be freed
for mobile use within five years.
And one way to accomplish that, the
FCC wrote, is to reallocate spectrum
from broadcast TV.
Any action by regulators toward a
strategy of spectrum reallocation — and
the thinking behind such action — are
likely to of interest to other broadcasters, even if radio stations are not named
in the plan. Here's the relevant section
of the FCC's report.

Recommendation 5.8.5: The FCC
should initiate a rule-making proceeding to reallocate 120 megahertz
from the broadcast television (TV)
bands ...

The spectrum occupied by broadcast
television stations has excellent propagation characteristics that make it wellsuited to the provision of mobile broadband services, in both urban and rural
areas. Enabling the reallocation of aportion of this spectrum to broadband use in
a way that would not harm consumers
overall has the potential to create new
economic growth and investment opportunities with limited potential impact on
broadcast business models. Consumers
would retain access to free, over-theair television. Reallocation would focus
primarily on major markets where the
broadcast TV bands are most congested
and the need for additional spectrum for
broadband use will be greatest.
Moreover, the FCC should study and
develop policies to ensure that its longstanding goals of competition, diversity
and localism are achieved. Changes to
the TV broadcast spectrum need to
be carefully considered to weigh the
impact on consumers, the public interest and the various services that share
this spectrum, including low-power TV,

wireless microphones and prospective
TV white space devices. While the
FCC has performed initial analyses to
consider the viability of various options,
further work will be required and all
Band

or cannot receive those services at their
homes currently. Over-the-air television
also serves numerous public interests,
including children's educational programming, coverage of community news
and events, reasonable access for federal
political candidates, closed captioning
and emergency broadcast information.

Key Actions and Timing

Megahertz Made Available for Terrestrial
Broadband

WC)

2010— Order

20

AWS 2/3

2010— Order

60

2011— Auction
D Block

10

2010— Order
2011— Auction

Mobile Satellite Services ( MSS)

90

2010- 1- Band and Big LEO Orders
2011- 5- Band Order

Broadcast TV

120

2011— Order
2012/13— Auction
2015— Band transition/clearing

300

Total

The FCC report laid out actions and atimeline to meet its proposed goal of
300 megahertz for mobile use by 2015.
options must be examined through rulemaking.
Over-the-air television continues to
serve important functions in our society.
It delivers free access to news, entertainment and local programming, and
provides consumers an alternative video
service to cable or satellite television. It
is the only such service to asegment of
the population that either cannot afford
paid television or broadband services

Through broadcast television, the
FCC has pursued longstanding policy
goals in support of the Communications
Act, such as localism and diversity
of views. Finally, emerging broadcast
applications, such as mobile DTV and
data casting, may provide an opportunity to take advantage of the relative
efficiencies of point-to-multipoint and
point-to-point architectures in order to
deliver various types of content in the
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most spectrum-efficient ways.
Because of the continued importance of over-the-air television, the
recommendations in the plan seek to
preserve it as ahealthy, viable medium
going forward, in away that would not
harm consumers overall, while establishing mechanisms to make available
additional spectrum for flexible broadband uses.
The need for such mechanisms is
illustrated by the relative market values
of spectrum for alternative uses. For
example, the market value for spectrum
used for over-the-air broadcast TV and
the market value for spectrum used for
mobile broadband currently reveal a
substantial gap. In 2008, the FCC held
an auction of broadcast TV spectrum
in the 700 MHz band recovered as part
of the DTV Transition. That auction
resulted in an average spectrum valuation for mobile broadband use of $ 1.28
per megahertz-pop. The TV bands have
propagation characteristics similar to
those of the 700 MHz band. However,
the market value of these bands in their
current use ranges from $0.11 to $0.15
per megahertz-pop. Other attempts to
size the current economic value of spectrum for over-the-air television using
alternative methods have resulted in
comparable megahertz-pop valuations.
While there are other possible valua-

NEWS
tion methods that could result in further
variations, this analysis illustrates the
order of magnitude of the gap.
This gap in economic value between
spectrum used for wireless broadband
and spectrum used for over-the-air
broadcast television reflects in part the
long-term market trends in both industries. Demand for mobile broadband
services is growing rapidly with the
introduction of new devices (e.g., smartphones, netbooks) and with 3G and
4G upgrades of mobile networks. The
mobile broadband industry is expected
to continue to drive innovation, job
growth and investment through the next
decade.
Over-the-air broadcast television, on
the other hand, faces challenging longterm trends. The percentage of households viewing television solely through
over-the-air broadcasts steadily declined
over the last decade, from 24 percent in
1999 to 10 percent in 2010. Since 2005,
broadcast TV station revenues have
declined 26 percent, and overall industry employment has declined as well.
The gap in economic value also
reflects two characteristics of broadcast
TV licensing constraints. First, since
broadcast TV requires channel interference protections, only afraction of the
total spectrum allocated to broadcast TV
is currently being used directly by sta-

tions. Second, as auniversally available,
free over-the-air medium, television
broadcasting has long been required
to fulfill certain public interest and
technical requirements. It is important
to allow television broadcasting to continue to fulfill these obligations to local
communities, while at the same time
utilizing less spectrum, thus freeing up
additional airwaves for mobile broadband. This could yield more service to
local communities overall — broadcast
television that consumers have always
received along with more and better
mobile broadband connectivity.
The FCC should initiate a rulemaking proceeding to reallocate 120 megahertz from the broadcast TV bands. The
proceeding should pursue four sets of
actions in parallel to achieve this objective. In addition, the FCC should take a
fifth set of actions to increase efficiency
of spectrum use in the broadcast TV
bands. [The commission went on to
detail those steps, which are summarized here.]
• Update rules on TV service areas
and distance separations and revise the
Table of Allotments to ensure the most
efficient allotment of 6megahertz channel assignments as astarting point.
• Establish a licensing framework to

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

permit two or more stations to share a6
megahertz channel.
• Determine rules for auctions of
broadcast spectrum reclaimed through
repacking and voluntary channel sharing
• Explore alternatives — including
changes in broadcast technical architecture, an overlay license auction or
more extensive channel sharing — in
the event the preceding recommendations do not yield asignificant amount
of spectrum.
• Take additional measures to increase
efficiency of spectrum use in the broadcast TV bands.
Possibilities listed to meet the final
item include full-power TV spectrum
fees; a deadline to achieve the DTV
transition for LPTV stations; technical
steps to address VHF reception issues;
and creation by Congress of an endowment to fund public interest media from
auction proceeds or spectrum fees.
Read the National Broadband Plan
at www.broadband.gov. "Spectrum" is
Chapter 5.
Comment on this or any story. Send an
e-mail to radioworldenbmedia.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject line.
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MOBILE
(continued from page 1)
ditional strengths in that environment.
Right now, in-car mobile broadband
listening starts with iPhones and other
smart phones. They allow motorists to
directly access streamed audio from the
wireless Web, using applications that
deliver the audio across cellular networks for free.
"This is the easiest way to get Internet
radio in your car," said Bob Crane, radio
developer and owner of radio retailer C.
Crane Co.
"As far as playing the audio through
your car stereo, you can hook an FM
transmitter up to your phone and send
the audio directly to the FM portion of
your car stereo, or use acable from the
headphone jack of the phone to amini
audio input jack on the face of the car
stereo."
With this somewhat clunky signal
path, motorists already have access to
thousands of radio/audio sources in their
car. For better or worse, if they don't
want to listen to local radio (or pay to

r[
PCI) EXPRESS

YOURSELF.

listen to satellite), they
don't have to.
Now, with the national emphasis on broadband expansion, and with
more consumer electronics devices coming that
will put the Internet right
on the dashboard, things
are just getting started.
At present, for some consumers,
STAVING CONNECTED
'broadband in the car' means
Logically, anything
an Apple iPhone attached to
that gives motorists an
aBelkin TuneBase FM, for
alternative to local radio
transmitting iPhone audio to
is bad for local broadcasttheir FM radio.
ers, at least as those terms
are defined currently.
via www.beethoven.com.
On the other hand, the new medium
"Our Internet listeners outside of our
can be used to deliver local radio to
Connecticut market are using mobile
drivers too, and to extend a station's
technology to stay connected to us when
reach and brand into new markets.
they are away from their computer,"
This is why Nicole Marie Godburn
she said.
views mobile broadband as an oppor"They used to be anchored to a
tunity. Godburn is program director of
desktop as the only way to listen to us.
Beethoven Radio on WCCC, a small
Now they can drive, fly, travel and still
AM in West Hartford, Conn., that has
stay connected." And make no mistake:
vastly extended its reach and ad sales
Beethoven Radio is getting more listenership thanks to mobile broadband.
"We see more and more e-mails
come in from listeners directly from
BlackBerries and iPods who have us
tuned in."
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PCI

EXPRESS"
Now, and in the future. Our speedy ASI5644 linear PCI Express sound card gives
you 4stereo analog and 4AES/EBU inputs and outputs so you'll never be at aloss
for words (or music). Great features, too, like + 24dBu analog levels, SoundGuard
surge protection and SSX surround sound. And the PCI Express connector guarantees
your card will work with today's computers, and tomorrow's. Analog- only (ASI5640)
and AES/EBU-only (ASI5641) models also available. To learn more, call us at
+1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.
„
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THE ADVERTISING EDGE
Listenership is only half of radio's
business equation, though. Rick Ducey
says the presence of this new big pipe of
data into the car doesn't mean radio has
lost the battle.
"Even if radio listening is impacted
negatively [by mobile broadband], we
see local radio as still having adurable
value proposition with local advertisers," said Ducey, who is chief strategy
officer with BIA/Kelsey.
This is because local radio "can program, promote and package for local
advertisers better than non- local media
competing for listeners."
Still, the fact that local radio currently is more advertiser-friendly than
Internet-based media doesn't make
mobile broadband a toothless tiger.
Anything that draws a station's audience is bad news, because fewer listeners eventually means lower ad revenue.
How can local radio compete?
"The first step to leveling the playing
field between Internet-radio stations and
broadcast radio is strictly about accessibility," said Daniel Anstandig, president of McVay New Media Consulting.
"They need to get real estate on the
'Internet radio dial,' meaning they need
to be streaming in the first place. Then
they need to be accessible on popular
Internet radio portals."
Next you need to give motorists and
pedestrians areason to tune to your sta-
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tion first.
"This is really an issue of
supplying the right content,"
said Jennifer Ha, executive
director of digital media in
New York for WNYC, an
NPR affiliate that broadcasts on AM, FM and FM
HD Radio. "Listeners will
find the programming that
they want."
Among
broadcasters devoting resources to
integrating online and traditional platforms, CBS
Corp. is one of the most
notable. The goal of CBS
Radio's
mobile
broadband strategy is to supply accessible,
compelling content, the company says.
"There are CBS Radio apps for the
iPhone and Blackberry [that] you can
download and take with you today, as
well as apps for AOL Radio and Yahoo!
Music," said Karen Mateo, vice president of communications.
Moreover, "All of our stations are
streaming, so if and when Internet radio
becomes fully available in cars, our stations will be available to that audience
as well. And just as a side note, about
50 percent of the listeners to WFAN's
online stream come from out of the New
York market."
PROFIT
If there is amoral to this story, it is
that broadcast programmers and owners likely will be asking themselves
even more questions about how and
whether to reinvent their product given
the changing nature of the competition,
while still retaining the local angle that
may be missing from most incoming
content delivered via the new pipeline.
"There are clearly programming
offerings that local stations can provide
that global brands or faraway stations
cannot," said consultant Fred Jacobs.
"However, it is paramount that
broadcasters start investing once again
in research and programming assets.
The dominance that local radio has had
in the home, workplace and now in cars
is becoming athing of the past."
"Radio from aphone, or acomputer
for that matter," said Bob Crane, "brings
up the question of whether anyone is
looking at banner ads on the web site of
any radio station. Ihope the traditional
business model of paid advertising for
an audio ad will eventually re-dominate
Internet radio. A person listens for the
audio content and the ads should be
included."
Nicole Marie Godburn concluded:
"Radio stations should not just compete
but join the advance in technology.
Develop a great Internet stream and
Web site that is easy to use and provides
great content for commuters."

LIVE REMOTES VIA INTERNET?

Z/IP MAKES IT POSSIBLE.

GET APAIR OF Z/IPs FOR JUST $5,995. BUT HURRY

SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED.

High-speed Internet connections are everywhere. Wouldn't it be great to use them for broadcast remotes? Telos Zephyr/IP makes it possible.
The heart and soul of Z/IP is the amazing Agile Connection Technology from FhG. ACT combines state-of-the-art loss detection and concealment with dynamic buffering
and adaptive bitrates. Your VIP will intuitively use every digital tick in the book to ensure audio gets to your studio with the lowest possible delay.
Not only is the audio incredible, but using it couldn't be easier. Z/IPs can find each other, even behind firewalls and NAIS, thanks to anetwork of distributed servers. VIP
can even connect to calls from PBXs that use the SIP standard. And users love the big, color display that can even show their connection being routed around the world.
Unless you're broadcasting from the moon, you'll probably find the Internet just about everywhere you'll want to do aremote. IP is everywhere. And VIP is the best way
to hear from everywhere.

AUDIO INETWORKS
Radio Never Sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call + 1 216-622-0247.
02010 TLS Corp. Telos, Zephyr, VIP are trademarks of TLS Corp. All rights reserved.
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Innovation Keeps SBS on Edge
Here's How Seoul Broadcasting System
Has Solved Several Technical Challenges
BY MARTYN GREEN

HE-AAC," Jeon said.
SBS has five sets of
codecs and uses two for
transmitting mobile data,
and the other three for sending broadcast signals to the
transmitter site.

one problem.
Said Jeon, "Since we
have 3G communications in
Korea, we can now transFIELD REPORTING
fer data to our headquarters
SBS
reporters
are
using IP protocols, while
keeping our old microwave SBS Engineer Jeon Jong-lk also using HHB DRM85
FlashMics, which record
equipment for backup. With
MP3/MP2/WAV files to flash memory
IP, it is easy to send the data to, or from,
housed within the microphone body. At
the studios."
the bottom of the mic are a USB and
SBS uses both the SK Telecom and
KT 3G networks.
"The Comrex 3G equipment is very
easy to use and of course the audio quality
is significantly better than with amobile
phone. If a reporter needs to do a live
report from the street, they simply connect the codec to the 3G interface and the
microphone, and they can then transmit
their reports in high-quality audio direct
to the studio, via the mobile network."
The equipment supports up to 15 kHz
bandwidth links.
"The quality of the audio depends
on the quality of the codec's coding
algorithm. The equipment supports a
lot of algorithms, including MPEG -4

SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA — Helping to
keep aradio station on-air at all times is not
an easy job anywhere, but in Seoul, acity
that has developed and expanded dramatically over the past 20 years, there are additional problems to be "thought around."

ITECHTIPS
Jeon Jong-lk, a broadcast engineer
for Seoul Broadcasting System, explains:
"These days we've found it's becoming
more difficult to send our signals to the
transmitter by microwave link because
in Seoul there are alot of tall apartment
buildings, which interfere with the signals. So we've had to keep migrating our
microwave links to taller buildings."
SBS operates two radio stations, Love
FM and Power FM, along with several
TV channels. It has nine regional offices
throughout Korea.
To deal with the croweded skylines,
SBS recently bought Comrex Access IP
codecs, and this has helped solve at least

nilka

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS
New accessories! Yellowtec's award winning
product line for positioning microphones and monitors continues its
growth. The modular system has
been expanded by some new
mounting options: VESA 75
Adapter for Genelec near
field monitors, Ceiling
Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting
Bar
and Board No. I
•(20"x12").
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Heinrich- Hertz-Stray, , I
40789 Monheim, Germany
Phone +49-2173-967 315

e-mail: infoOyellowtec.corii

MOT Slideshow on DAB is being used
by SBS to provide listeners with
weather, top, and traffic information.
a headphone socket with a record and
playback switch.
"Of course," saud Jeon, "as it records
to flash memory, there is no fast forward
— no cue and review. But the fact that
the recordings are data files means we
can transfer the data very quickly, which
is important when you are editing an
interview for the news."
Jeon said the four FlashMics have
mostly replaced the MP3 and MiniDisc
recorders SBS reporters previously used,
although they do still record some events
to DAT tape.
"Those [the DAT recorders] record at
high quality, but they're relatively large
and need power, so we tend to use them in
static situations. The HHB mies are good
for going out and about and interviewing
busy people."
In the studio, SBS is revamping its
working methods, in part to improve
audio quality by shifting from MP2encoded audio files to uncompressed
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WAV files.
"Programs or CDs get recorded onto
a central server, with broadcast playout
from there. Total storage space currently
is 13 TB, which is not very big, actually,
but we are changing our current audio file
format from MP2 to WAV files. With
uncompressed WAV files four to five
times the size of MP2, we have to enlarge
our storage capabilities," said Jeon.
"We want to have even better audio
quality, because in another couple of
years digital radio will be upon us, so
we are conducting areview of our capabilities to enhance our audio quality."
As part of the reencoding process,
SBS is going back to its original CDs to
rerip the music as WAV files and then
copying them to the central server."It is avery big job," said Jeon, "and
it will cost alot because there are masses
of CDs to copy all over again. But even
though some of the CDs may be dusty or
scratched, the software can check for any
errors, and automatically fix them."
VISUAL RADIO
Another new development for SBS
lets listeners say, "Isaw it on the radio."
Jeon explained, "In Korea, we have
T-DMB for mobile television, but we
are doing Visual Radio using DAB."
T-DMB and DAB are both based on the
Eureka- 147 standard and many receivers
can handle both T-DMB video and DAB
audio broadcasts.
"We changed the service type because
Koreans want to be able to see visual data
on their digital radios. DAB can send text
data and small picture data, but with Visual
Radio, using the MOT Slideshow technique, also based on DAB standards, we
have changed the service type to be able
to send ' slide data' like JPEG pictures. We
believe this service has good promise."
SBS has experiemented with other
video options, such as always-on cameras in the on-air studios, but with mixed
success.
"With a video camera in the studio,
listeners could see still pictures of the DJ
grabbed from the video feed. It sounded
like agood idea — at first — but actually
it didn't turn out to be very successful,"
said Jeon.
"As the data rate is low, and also
you don't know when the frame will be
grabbed, sometimes the freeze-frame can
be of the DJ with his mouth open, for
instance, if he is talking. That doesn't
look very good, and many of the DJs
didn't like to have a camera watching
them. So we don't do that any longer."
Instead, SBS provides text data and
news headlines, along with information
about pop stars, as part of its stream.
"Sometimes we show traffic information shown on asimple map. That is
helpful," Jeon said. "But webcams in the
studio — Idon't think it was aparticularly useful service for our listeners."
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JetStream MINI IP Audio Networking System
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Logitek Jetstream IP audio networking is smart and our lineup of surfaces gives you
more choices. JetStream MINI covers all your console and routing options whether
iit's for a large standalone console, a smaller desktop control surface or a
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space- saving virtual controller. You decide what's best for your operation.
With JetStream IP audio networking, it's all about smart choices.
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Next generation ' smart' IP audio. JetStream supports the
latest IP and Ethernet protocols for affordable,
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easy and ultra- fast audio networking.
Remora
More I/O choices for all sources and destinations.
Just one JetStream MINI handles 64 digital or analog inputs/outputs
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of your choice and up to four Logitek control surfaces or vScreen
virtual controllers of your choice. Choose what you need.
Everything you need is in one user- configurable, 64- channel node.
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Your JetStream can have mic inputs, line- level and digital I/O,
built-in EQ, dynamics and mic processing, profanity delay, GPI/O,

Pilot

Internet codecs, WAN support, automation interface,
battery power and awhole lot more.

No computer science degree needed. JetStream IP audio
networking is super easy to set up with built-in memory and automatic
configuration. Just plug in and let JetStream do the rest.
vScreen
Affordable and flexible. Regardless of studio size,
Logitek's smart architecure allows you to get more done for iess.
Complete systems start at under So00C.

Logitek Electronic Svterns
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713) 664-4470

Toll Free: ( 800) 231 5870

www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek

A Pull me out and take me with you A Pull me out and take me with you A Pull me out and take me with you A

When was the last time you touched
something that looks this good?

The new iMediaTouch Version 4.0 is here.
Radio Automation

Digital Logging

Internet Solutions

Please come visit us at the 2010 NAB show in Las Vegas - Booth C1054

iMediaTouch
Contact our sales departmen -.today at 888-665-0501
or via email at sales oimediatouch.com

Watch a video demo of
iMediaTouch 4.0 in action!
www.imediatouch.com
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Small Screens,
Big Plans
It'll be anew feel for the radio/audio exhibits at
the NAB Show this year, now that most of the
booths are located in the Central Hall of the Las
Vegas Convention Center after many years across
the big hallway.
It's also anew age for radio, thanks to increasing
emphasis on mobile devices and apps, streaming,
data services and the integration of traditional
and new platforms.
As NAB attendees discuss topics like the impact
of broadband, user- generated content, digital
marketing and more, Radio World's Product
Preview Guide helps you get the most out of the
show, now in anew convenient format that you
can more readily take with you.
This advertising supplement to Radio World
includes:
• Product Previews from top industry suppliers,
giving you an early look at their new products;
• Booth and Web site information for each
supplier;
• Ahandy map of the Radio/Audio hall
of the LVCC;
• Alisting of radio- related company booths.
Thanks for bring us along. We'll see you in Vegas!

AMA AUDIO
Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview

Axia Audio Raises Radio's iQ
iQ, Axia's new IP console/routing system, has integrated
mix engine, audio I/O, GPIO and Ethernet switch — perfect for
networked or standalone studios.
Console and Core connect with one cable; add audio
inputs and do some fast Web- based configuration, and
iQ is ready to broadcast. Eight-fader iC) Main Frame
connects with additional
frames to add faders, phone
controls and programmable
options keys. Eight to 24
faders with four stereo Program
busses, Phone bus, one-touch Record
Mode, automatic mix- minus, Show
Profiles for instant recall of frequentlyused console settings, optional backup
power supply.
1P- intercom delivers broadcastquality intercom audio over standard
Ethernet, integrates with on-air console
so operators can easily bring intercom
audio to air. Rackmount and console
drop- in modules feature new Advanced
e
t
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,
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Echo Cancellation (AEC) technology
is•
from FhG that eliminates acoustic feedback for clean, clear
auto- answer and hands-free operation. Deploy 1P- intercom as a
standalone system, or as part of aLivewire network.
tl=r1

Axia Audio,
ATelos Company

New Programmable Fader Modules for Element 2.0 consoles
feature SoftKnob rotary control that gives instant one- touch
access to frequently- used functions like input gain, fader trim,
source selection and pan controls. Perfect for production or livemixing applications.

NAB Booth: C146
Web: AxiaAudiO.COm
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BURK TECHNOLOGY
Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview
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AutoPilot 2010 Consolidates
Transmitter Remote Control
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For the first time, manage all of
your ARC Plus, ARC- 16, GSC3000
and VRC2500 remote controls from
asingle application.

AutoPilot °' 2010 facilitates
standardization in groups with mixed equipment installations
while maintaining the ease of use and rich feature set
broadcasters have come to expect from Burk. With its fully
customizable interface, AutoPilot 2010 is aperfect fit for
engineers, operators and the NOC.
• Familiar interface minimizes learning curve
• Consolidate logs across all sites
• Reduce IT expenses through standardization
Also new for 2010, Burk's innovative JetTM engine for Active
Flow Charts makes site automation easy. Create easy-to- read
flow charts to run your site — no macro code or complex logic
diagrams required.
Available spring 2010, AutoPilot 2010 replaces Lynx 5,
AutoPilot 3and AutoPilot Plus. See AutoPilot in action at NAB
2010, Booth C1614.
Burk Technology solutions manage and protect mission critical
systems for broadcasters worldwide. Based in Littleton, Mass.,
Burk is aUL-certified IS09001:2008 facility.

Burk Technology
NAB Booth: C1614
Web: www.burk.com
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BROADCAST SOFTWARE
INTERNATIONAL
Pro duct Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview

BSI Brings the Real World to KNTU
By Christian yang

The author is chief engineer of KNTU-FM/RTVF at the
University of North Texas.
When shopping for acar, there isn't one vehicle out
there to suit each of our needs as drivers. Shopping
for an automation system is similar.

,4

As a100,000 watt station, KNTU-FM is no
exception. The task of selecting anew automation
platform was not asimple one. The students deserved
asystem easy to learn but rich with features, robust
and stable. We chose Op-X.

KNTU-FM is unique, with astandard Jazz format
and nearly all programs produced in-house. The
students needed the ability to operate as amusic station, talk
station, production warehouse and non-commercial affiliate. Op-X
answered the call by providing innovative automation-clock tools,
adaptable scheduling and clear, organized interfaces.
Students are working to schedule program logs, voice-track
and use live-assist functionality. For the first time, they are
becoming personalities and not just disc jockeys.
Op-Xprovides every interface necessary while providing a
fun, user-friendly platform to learn broadcasting. The system is
powerful enough to handle commercial radio and easy enough
that it serves as an excellent teaching tool. Technical support has
also been excellent.
Broadcast
Software

Our students are using real-world tools that will help them to
succeed long after they graduate.

International
NAB Booth: C1151
Web: www.bsiusa.com

Radio World NAB Show Product Preview
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A fast paced station needs asystem that can keep up and is
easy to use. Op-Xgives us toe tools we need to deliver the
sound Houstonians have come to expect from KRBE."
-Leslie Whittle. Program Director
KRBE, Houston. TX

• Modular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system at afraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
• Each studio client is capabie
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
• Remote voice- tracking allows for
creation of content for remote
studios also running Op- X.
• The revolutionary design of
Op- X's clock builder turns title
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
• Share serial devices from a-1y
machine using the Op- X Ser al
Server.
• Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
• Engineers will enjoy O •
-X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced
to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so excited! It is
with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take alook at the
new Op-XRadio Automation delivery system for any single Of multistation cluster Op-Xs' versatility allows it to operate seamlessly with
either Axia IP-Audio networks or legacy audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc

COMBEN
Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview

Comrex Is the ` Go- To' Choice
The world's most widely used family of audio over
IP codecs continues to provide broadcasters with the
ultimate in portability, dependability and versatility.
Comrex IP codecs include the ACCESS Portable and
ACCESS Rack Stereo BRIC IP/POTS codecs and the BRIC Link Stereo BRIC IP codec.
With landmark features such as the BRIC Traversal
Server for making easy connections and BRIC UDP
Transmission Enhancement, or BRUTE, Comrex IP codecs
are the " go-to" choice of broadcasters worldwide when
it comes to making " impossible remotes" possible. Easy
to set up and even easier to operate, ACCESS and BRIC Link codecs can be used on awide variety of commonly
available high-speed IP data circuits such as LAN, WAN,
broadband cable, DSL, Wi-Fi, 3G, 4G (LTE & WiMax), VSAT,
BGAN, ISM band 5.x GHz radios, T1/E1 and more.
The Comrex STAC (Studio Telephone Access Center) and its
uniquely integrated STAC IP call screening and control interface
have been improved with STAC 3.0 firmware. All new STAC
systems ship with STAC 3.0 and the update is available for
existing STAC customers. Stop by Comrex booth C1920 for all of
the details.

Comrex Corp.
NAB Booth: C1920
www.comrex.com
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Put Comrex On The Line
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Your Story Is Out There.
Grab It LIVE with ACCESS!
It isn't every day you can broadcast your morming commute.
And as far as we know, it's evem wore rare to broadcast
from a bicycle. But that's just Whe Radio 3FM DJ Giel
Beelen did on his 48- kilometer morning commute from
Harlem to Hilversum in the Netherlands. How did he do it
AND provide audio that's so good it sounds like he was
right in the studio? He used ACCESS from Connrex.
Whether it's traveling to work o- traveling to cover breaking
news, you can always be where the story is. And you don't
need afull crew to grab it. Wherever you are, jou con be
live on the air, creating pinpoint. elevant proc ramming that
keeps an ever-growing number DI listeners glLed to their
radios.
ACCESS PORTABLE lets you semc studio-qually live audio,
real time to an ACCESS RACK et your studio ever POTS,
DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular ( EVDO/UMTS),4G WiMax,
satellite and more to make any remote broadcast really
stand out.
There's nothing more immediate than local— connect with
your audience from anywhere it, the easy to use, handheld
ACCESS PORTABLE!

cc ass:

STEREO BRIC IP CODEC

EE USN
BOOTH C1920

www.comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA
Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll F-ee: 800-237-1776 • e mail: info@comrex.com

BW BROADCAST
ro duct Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview

DSP FM Receivers Set New Heights
The RX1 and RBRX1 apply BW Broadcast's RF and audio
DSP technology know-how to this new range of products to
achieve unprecedented RF and audio performance, as well as
access to typically hidden RF and audio settings. This allows
optimization of the listening experience, whether used for
monitoring radio stations to adjust processing, evaluating the
competition, rebroadcasting or pure pleasure.

e
--cc—

•
aufflaeit
Adjustments are provided for more than 50 parameters,
including audio and IF bandwidths, de-emphasis and
blending for stereo, HF and ultrasonic noise. Control of
blending levels and attack & release times is also possible.
All adjustments, plus factory presets and user- stored
settings, can be accessed from the front panel or via
Ethernet and serial connections.
For re- transmission applications, the RBRX1 adds aDSPenhanced MPX output that reconstructs aclean peak- level and
bandwidth- limited waveform, eliminating worries about studiotransmitter link overshoots.

11=111

BW Broadcast Ltd.
NAB Booth: C3034
Web: www.bwbroadcast.com

RDS PI code checking prevents translators and repeaters from
being hijacked or jammed.
Plan- Bsilence detection technology automatically switches
to either of the analog and AES/EBU digital inputs, or to the builtin flash memory to keep broadcasting in the event of reception
being lost.

II
broadcast
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Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview

Maximum AolP Quality, Minimum Delay
Using latest- generation IP and audio coding technologies, the
IPCA1 audio over IP codec from BW Broadcast was designed from
the ground up for stable operation with the lowest latency and best
audio performance possible based on network characteristics.
To keep latency as low as possible, the IPCA1 uses a
proprietary, dynamically adjustable jitter buffer that adjusts to
network conditions, providing 24- bit audio, with up to 48 kHz
sampling, at the lowest possible delay at all times. Supporting
UDP, UDP Multicast and TCP/IP protocols, the unit includes a
range of low- delay codecs operating at bitrates as low as 32
kbps with fewer quality/bitrate trade-offs. Linear, and aselection
of loss- less and low- delay, low- bit- rate codecs are all on board
including the popular APTX low-bitrate, low- delay algorithm.
•
MOW

IPCA1

dO"

If the worst should happen and the data network fails, the
built-in " Plan B" silence detection can trigger local audio fail- over
to SD card storage.
Convenience features include AES/EBU digital and XLR GPIO
and RS- 232 ancillary data channel. The graphically rich web and
telnet interfaces provide ease of setup and monitoring and the
IPCA1 firmware is remotely upgradeable.

NOTES:

April 7, 2010
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ENCO Raises the Bar
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Broadcasters are under
enormous pressure to do
more with less, but ENCO
has abetter idea — how
about doing more with more
... for less?
In that spirit, ENCO offers
Presenter, the affordable,
easy-to- use and powerful
studio playback system
optimized for live-assist.
Built on the reliable DAD
audio and control engine,
Presenter raises the bar on
studio audio systems.

ENCO Systems will also
feature DAD, our industry- leading studio
automation system, and RAMA, the radio
metadata appliance for HD Radio, RDS and the
web. New for 2010 is iDAD, the ENCO app for the iPhone and iPad
that allows remote recording and file transfer plus remote control
of astation DAD/Presenter system from the iPhone itself.
ENCO will also show StreamLine, the integrated solution
for music, traffic, billing and automation, and NewsBoss, the
newsroom management system designed for radio newsrooms.
11C=1111

Don't settle for less ... ENCO does more, it doesn't cost more.

ENCO Systems Inc.
NAB Booth: C3036
Web: www.enco.com

NOTES:

CIENCO
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HENRY ENGINEERING
Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Previev

Henry Announces PowerClamp Series 10
At the 2010 NAB Show,
Henry Engineering will introduce
the new PowerClamp Series
10 Transient Voltage Surge
Suppressor (TVSS) unit.
This new ultra- high capacity
surge suppressor is designed
for installation at broadcast
transmitter sites where electrical
spikes and surges can cause
serious damage to transmitting
equipment. The Series 10
PowerClamp is rated at 200,000
surge-amps and is suitable for
locations where there is asevere
risk of lightning- induced damage.

POWERCLAMP
lee

hansrent Yonne $urge Sppresso,

.GIMEEPIMO

PowerClamp's multiple surge
attenuation circuits will attenuate
power line spikes and surges to
within afew volts of the AC sine
wave, to eliminate or minimize
the chance of damage to a
transmitter.
PowerClamp Series 10 TVSS units are available for
any single- or three-phase electrical service. PowerClamp
TVSS units are in use by hundreds of broadcast stations
worldwide, and have been distributed by Henry Engineering
since 2003. Detailed technical information is available at
www.henryeng.corn.
Henry Engineering
NAB Booth: C1246
Web: www.hertryeng.com

NOTES:

HENRY
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ENGINEERING
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INOVONICS
'roduct Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview • Product Preview

Sensibly Priced and Feature- Packed
Been wondering why there's so much talk about RDS, RT+
and "Tagging" these days? Wondering what it's all about and how
to make sure you're apart of it?
Come by lnovonics booth # C1411 and see why the lnovonics
730 RadioData Encoder is not only the most sensibly priced RT+
enabled ADS Encoder on the market, it's also the most featurepacked and the easiest to use.

INOVONICS

With over 4,000 ADS encoders sold in the last 10 years,
lnovonics Inc. has taken that knowledge and the feedback
we've gained to design aproduct packed with features and user
friendliness. What you see is what you get: the only RT+ enabled
encoder with afront- panel LCD screen and jogwheel showing
incoming data from automation " on the fly," along with outgoing
scrolling messages exactly as they are seen by listeners.
The 730 connects with virtually any playout system, gives you
full support for RT+, Tagging and advanced features ensuring
your station is ready to take advantage of the exploding mobile
device market. 100% designed and manufactured in the USA.

Inovonics Inc.
NAB Booth: C1411

Web: www.inovon.com

NOTES:
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Omnia.11. More Revealing.
What happens when you
take the world's leading audio
processor and send it to a
health club? Audio processing
testosterone with no body fat!
Audio, lean on distortion, yet
of full punch, power and girth,
with no nasty side-effects
whatsoever. New material, old
material, Rock, Urban, Country,
Soft NC, Fine Arts ... you name
it, this is HGH (human growth
hormone) for processing.
Say hello to Omnia.11.
Acompletely re-thought approach to processing, Omnia.11
represents years of research and development invested into
innovating the firmware platform, GUI and every algorithm.
Omnia 11's AGCs, compressors and limiters are unheard of,
literally. They employ Chameleon Technology that transparently
analyzes music in real time and adjusts internal parameters
for optimum performance across abroad range of material.
Listeners hear the music, not the processor.
This results in better performance, ease of use and, most
importantly, perceptibly better sounding audio that reveals
more detail, clarity and quality, yet maintaining the desired
competitive loudness level. That's why you can't use just any
processor to do the job of an Omnia.
Omnia Audio

Omnia.11. More Revealing.

NAB Booth: C146
Web: OmniaAudio.com

NOTES:
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Telos: Affordable, Scalable, Powerful
The new Telos VX
and VX Director handset
are an affordable,
scalable, multi- studio
broadcast phone
system that meld
the power of VolP
with advanced studio
telephone systems.
The VX system uses
industry- standard SIP
technology, is Livewireenabled for Axia IP-audio networks, and can be paired with Axia
audio nodes for use in facilities without IP-Audio networks. VX
is naturally scalable and can grow to support facilities that have
large numbers of telco lines and studios.
The Z/IP ONE from lelos is the latest and lowest- cost member
of the Zephyr/IP family, offering high-quality trouble- free
audio transmission over public IP networks. It is a1RU studio
rackmount model ready to connect to other Z/IPs via Ethernet or
wireless using standard USB devices.
The new Nx6 talkshow system from lelos brings the advanced
hybrid technology of the popular Nx12 to asix- line phone system.
Available conveniently bundled with the Desktop Director control
surface and Assistant Producer call screening software, Nx6 gives
you complete command of call- in shows.
The new Telos Hx1 telephone hybrid and Hx2 dual hybrid
are perfect for production rooms, news desks or radio stations
where multi- line systems aren't needed. The latest lelos hybrid
Telos Systems
NAB Booth: C146
Web: Telos-Systems.com

technology provides the best caller audio ever, in easy- to- deploy
rackmount units.
NOTES:
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Making things sound better

Be tempted.
BOOTH C1323

TRANSLANTECH SOUND, LLC
New York, NY

212.222.0330

sales@translantech.coi

www.translantech.

WIDEORBIT IS EASY TO USE

and our AEs can do so much without
relying on other people. With WideOrbit,
we better manage preempts and
makegoods, including proactive
notification to sales— and that
results in cleaner billing."
MARY SCHIEFELBEIN
Traffic Coordinator, Midwest Communications

End-To-End Sales, Traffic, Automation,
and Billing Software
WideOrbit provides the most modern,
comprehensive solutions for managing
your radio business from sales to traffic to
automation and accounting.

WIDE ORBIT

r2010 WideOrbit Inc. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCING WO AUTOMATION FOR RADIO 2.0
•The industry's most modern radio automation system
•Complete integration with WO Traffic, the fastest
growing sales, traffic and billing software for radio
• Leader & Follower: effortless multist3tion 3nd
multicasting capabilities
•Formerly Google Radio Automation

SEE WIDEORBIT AT NAB 2010, NORTH HALL, BOOTH N5129
SCHEDULE AN ONSITE DEMO A- WWW.WIDEORBIT.COM/NAB
For more information, please con:act: Mike Zilsmeis:er Vice President, Sales
(0) + 1.404.378.3381 ( M) + 1.828.712.2843 I mikez@wideorbitccm

Broadcast Engineering
SATURDAY, APRIL 10
SBE Ennes Workshop
Continuing the Digital Transition
8a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Audio Over IP Tutorial
Next- Generation EAS
Considerations for Adding Mobile DTV
to aBroadcast Station
SMPTE Update
Management/Media Skills and the Future
of Broadcast Engineering
HD Radio Update
Wireless Mikes After the DTV Transition
Impacts of 3D Television on Video and
Broadcasting
Reorganization of Broadcast Workflows
Photos by Jim Peck

SUNDAY, APRIL 11
NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference
Opening Session
9a.m.-9:30 a. m.
Digital Radio: Advancements in Technology
9:30 am.—Noon
AM IBOC Update From iBiquity
When and How Will Radio Go Digital Radio
in Europe?
Electronic Program Guide Field Trial: How
HD Radio EPG Works
Laboratory Test Results of Digital Radio
Technologies, DAB, DAB+, T-DMB Audio
and HD Radio
Digital Power Enhancement for DRM
FM Digital Radio
2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Planning for the Increase in Digital Power for FM
HD Radio Signals
Extending Your HD Radio Footprint
Practical Tools for HD Radio Including HD Power
Boost, Increased Sideband Levels and More
HD Radio, the Way Forward
Translators and Boosters — What You Need
to Know
Putting the IBOC Quality Metric to the Test

MONDAY, APRIL 12
Radio Facilities
10:30 am.—Noon
The Smart Site: Integrating Intelligence Into All
Facets of the Broadcast Facility
Reducing Operation Costs With Better Monitoring
and Control of Transmitter Facilities
Radio in aCloud
IP Audio for Radio
1p.m-4:30 p.m.
LANs, and Drivers, and Fares — Oh My!
Extending AolP to the Transmitter
Beyond Automation: Intelligent Software Design
for Live-Assist Applications
VolP in the Broadcast Studio
Going National: Special Considerations for
Large-Scale Deployments of Audio Over IP
An Introduction to IEEE 802.1 AudioNideo
Bridging for Radio Broadcasters
Point-to- Point Audio Distribution: It's Not Just
Satellite Anymore

Conference Highlights
TUESDAY, APRIL 13

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 14

Radio Data Services
9am.—Noon
Emerging Bonded Meta- Data Applications
Accessible Radio Services
Saving Lives With FM Radio- Based Mass
Notification
The Benefits of Using FM RBDS Data in
Integrated Public Alert and Warning
Do More With RDS Data
Providing Media- Rich Content Using
Digital Radio
Enhanced Radio Broadcasting: Next- Gen
Features for Connected Devices
Radio Case Studies
1p.m.-5p.m.
Satellite Distribution of HD Radio and Analog
FM Using HDC
Maximizing the Reliability of Studio-toTransmitter Links for Radio
Indoor Noise Conditions in the FM Broadcast
Band
Case Study: PRSS Next- Generation Content
Delivery
Radio Living in aMultimedia World
Detuning in the MoM Era
Telephones in Your Studio or Newsroom: Big
Changes Coming
Power Quality in Communications Facilities

Disaster Preparedness,
Recovery and Security
9a.m.—Noon
Strategies for Disaster Preparedness: Staying
on the Air if the Worst Happens
Are You Prepared for aDisaster?
Putting the Final Touches on Next- Generation
EAS Panel
Technology Luncheon
12:30 p.m.-1:45 p.m.
Spectrum Issues for Broadcasters
2p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Leveraging White Spaces and an Introduction
to the New Networks Being Built With Them
Wireless Microphone Testing for White Space
Proceeding in Mid-town Manhattan
What Wireless Mic Users Need To Know About
White Spaces and the 700 MHz Band
Radio Communications in Today's Complex
RF World
Broadcast Operation and Co-existence in the
White Space Era
Spectrum Issues Panel Session

THURSDAY, APRIL 15
Green Technologies for Broadcasters
9am.—Noon
Sustainable Facilities and LEED Certification:
ABroadcaster's Guide
Building aLEED, WEEE and RoHS Facility
Hollywood East: Home of Sustainable
Production
Best Practices for the Design Facilities: How
Better Design, Better Acoustics and New
Media Impact the Cost of Operations
HD- Quality, Energy- Efficient, Low- Heat
Broadcast Lighting
Alternative Power Options for Broadcasters

April 7, 2010
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Radio/Audio Exhibitors
This is aselection of exhibitors of interest at the 2010 NAB Show. Check on-site program for changes and
full list Booths preceded by Care in the Central Hall, Nis North Hall, SL is South Lower SU is South Upper,
OE is Outdoor Equipment, MR is Meeting Room, Lis Lobby, Ris RTNDA at the Las Vegas Hilton.
C144

25- Seven Systems

Belar Electronics Lab Inc.

C846
C3062MR, C454

C4937

Bird Technologies Group

AEU

C1928

Broadcast Devices Inc.

C1451

Aeta Audio Systems

N1002

Broadcast Electronics

C1628

Altronic Research Inc.

C1625

Broadcast Software International

C1151

Argosy

N4316

Armstrong Transmitter

C1420

Broadcast Tools Inc.

C1451

Arrakis Systems

C2007

Broadcasters General Store

C1451

All-Audio Technologies Inc.

C1720

BroadcastStore.com

C9733

Broadview Software Inc.

N4334

Burk Technology

C1614

Acoustical Solutions

Audemat - APT Inc

See pages 6-7 and 31

C751

Audioarts

C2623

Audio Precision

C2023

See page 5

AudioScience Inc.

C1721

Burli Software Inc.

C2343

Audio-Technica U.S. Inc

C1632

BW Broadcast

C3034

AVT Audio Video Technologies GmbH

See pages 10-11

C12238

Axel Technology S.R.L.

Azden Corp.

Clark Wire & Cable

Barix Technology

C1139

Clear Channel Satellite

Beat The Traffic

&

AUDIO

SU2302

CODECS
S TUDIO

C9533
SU3117

Coaxial Dynamics

C1310

Comrex Corp.

C1920

See pages 8-9
C1607

Continental Electronics Corp.

S TUDIO TO T RANSMITTER
S TUDIO TO

C1451

CircuitWerkes Inc.
C1110

IP

SU2602

CGS Infographics Automation

C146

See page 4

FOR

C1746

Calrec Audio

C1654

Axia Audio

CPI

L INKS

SU2617, C1407
C2632

Crown Broadcast IREC
Dalet Digital Media Systems USA Inc.

C1944

Dan Dugan Sound Design

C1124

Davicom, adiv of Comlab
DAWNco
NAB

PYKO
EITL for under $ 1300

30 6

Denon & Marantz Professional

.

.

ni

C1444
C2222

Digigram

N1306

Digital Radio Mondiale

wuner.digigram.com/pyko

SU5610

Dielectric Communications
Digital Alert Systems

ncli gi
gram
11.11...e7F.ITIMP/7:17.17/3i•

N3400

DB Elettronica Telecomunicazioni SPA

',PONS or fvIP3 on standard RTP streaming
•Robust fanless hardware
•USB memory for backup audio file and playlist storage
•Digigram-grade audio quality (+ 18dBu and balanced 1/0s)
o8GPIOs and RS232 for advanced features such
as transmitter- side controls or RDS transport

mnrr..unra
,
r: •

SU7813

DaySequerra Corp.

booth

Ml

SL4720

C3651
C1607, C2615

DK - Technologies

C1751

DNF Controls

N1212

Mailed to
Your lnbox
Radio. It's among the most important
things in your life. Only another radio
person can
understand how you
can be so passionate about it. Now
you can share the world of radio in
a new format with a FREE digital
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Digital subscribers get all the
same great features of the print
edition and then some, with links
to manufacturer Web sites and
rich media content. You'll receive an
email notification when the issue is
ready to view:
Just click on the link provided and
it's all right there in your browser.
Read the issue on line or print out
the pages — it's your choice!
To sign up for your FREE digital
subscription, simply go to
http:11www.mynivnews.com
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Radio/Audio Exhibitors
Dorrough Electronics

C3016

Lawo AG

DPA Microphones

C3319

LBA Technology Inc.

DSI RF Systems Inc.

SU5717

C2217
N516

Linear Srl
Logitek Electronic Systems

C2636

Elber SRL

SU2624

Magnum Towers Inc.

C1307

Electrorack Enclosure Products

C10421

Markertek

C5343

Electrosys S.r.l.

SU2226

Marshall Electronics

C8931

Econco

C1407

SU7327

Electro Voice

C4337

Mayah Communications

Elenos

C3207

Megatrax Production Music Inc.

ENCO Systems Inc.

C3036

Merging Technologies

See page 12

Microsoft Corp.

C444
C757, SL8013
C3139
SL220, SL227

ERI-Electronics Research Inc.

C2032

Minnetonka Audio Software Inc.

C2037

ESE

C6437

Moseley Associates Inc.

C2610

Eventide

C2634

Myat Inc.

C1317

Flash Technology, an SPX Division

C3129

Myers Information Systems Inc.

N1615

Fraunhofer IIS

C1446

NAB Public Service Initiatives

N6138

Genelec

C2239

Nagra USA Inc.

Gepco International, AGeneral Cable Co.

C5643

National Association of Tower Erectors

Harris Corp.

N2502

National Weather Service

C3029

Nautel

C2615

HD Radio
Henry Engineering

C151
C1246

Nemal Electronics Intl Inc.

See page 13

Netia

C1107
SU7202

C2541
SU3502

HHB USA

C2228

Neumann USA

C2228

HME

C8439

Neutrik

C2336

IABM
IEEE Broadcast Technology Society

C10149

NewBay Media LLC

L30

NewTek

Independent Audio Inc.

C2939

Nielsen Company, The

Inlet Technologies

SL929

NOM

Inovonics Inc.

C1411

NPR Satellite Services

See page 14

NVerzion

Intelsat

SU1417

OMB Sistemas Electrónicos

International Datacasting Corp.

SU6321

Omnia Audio

C1458
SL10814
R106
R216
SU6913
N729
SU5720
C146

iZotope

C1620

See page 15

Jampro Antennas Inc.

C2607

OmniBus Systems

N3722

Jetcast Inc.

C3128

OMT Technnologies / iMediaTouch

C1054

JK Audio Inc.

C2010

Jünger Audio

SU7206

See page 2
Orban

C1657

Kathrein-Werke

SU817

Potomac Instruments Inc.

C1410

KO Kanopy Inc.

C1134

Power Module Technology

C1623

Kintronic Labs Inc.

C1332

Prime Image/Greentec

N4036

Pristine Systems/Summit Traffic

C3032

KLZ Innovations LTD

C862

KTek

C10037

Propagation Systems Inc. ( PSI)

LARCAN USA

SU3317

Radio Frequency Systems

Radio World NAB Show Product Preview
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THE POWER

TO REACH

YOUR GOALS
NewBay Media is the video production/broadcast
expert, with a full complement of publications, websites,
and events that cover creation through distribution. No
other publisher has the reach that NewBay offers in print,
through such brands as TV Technology, Government
Video, and Radio World; online, though our numerous
websites, webinars, and electronic newsletters; and in
person, through events swch as Digital Video Expo and
Government Video Expo.

We are here to help you succeed in any way we can —
whether it is through our unique online and print media
or our award- wining events and custom publications.
Learn more at www.nbmedia.com or contact
Carmel King, Executive Vice President,
Video Broadcast Division, NewBay Media at
703-852-4602 or cking anbmedia.com.

NewBay
PRINT

LINE

PERSON

BROADCAST/VIDEO

AUDIO

MUSIC PLAYER

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

Tv TECHNOLOGY

PRO SOUND NEWS

GUIT,R PLATER

SYSTEMS CONTRACTOR NEWS

r.CMNOLOGY 11. LEARNING

la-12 EDUCATION

RADIO WORLD

PRO AUDIO REIIEW

BAS! PLAYER

AV TECRNOLOGY

SCIIDOLCIO

VIDEOGRAPHY

AUDIO MEDIA

KEYBOARD

RESIDENTIAL SYSTEMS

lECI1 FORUM

DV

CENTER CHANNEL

EC

RENTALS STAGING SYSTEMS

GOVERNMENT VIDEO

MUSIC PRODUCTION TOOLBOX

MUE,C PLAYER NETWORK

DIGITALSIGNAGE

For more informition on these brands and the many others offend from NewBay Media,
as well as subscription information for all of NewBay's print and electronic Droducts, visit www.nbnedia.com,

Radio/Audio Exhibitors
Radio Systems

C3013

Tektronix Inc.

Radio World

C1458

Telestream Inc.

RCS

C2628

Telex

See page 32
RDL Radio Design Labs
Richland Towers
Rohde & Schwarz
Roland Systems Group
RVR Elettronica

Telos Systems
C451

N2522
SL3614
C4337
C146

See page 20

C1635
SU3717
C4345
C848

TFT Inc.

C2307

Thales Angenieux

C6037

Thermo Bond Buildings Inc.

C1430

Tieline Technology

Rymsa

C2313

TrafficLand Inc.
TransLanTech Sound

C157
SU1708

S.W.R. Inc.

C1126

Sabre Towers and Poles

C1925

Sage Alerting Systems

C1358

Transradio

Sennheiser Electronic Corp.

C2228

TWR/Orga Aviation Lighting Inc.

C2136

Seratel Technology

C3316

Utah Scientific

N4511

Shively Labs

C3019

Vaddio

Shure Inc.

C2013

VIDIZMO

C3010

Vimsoft

Sierra Automated Systems & Eng. Corp.

C1323

See page 21
C1607

C8008
SL8207
N520

Singular Software

SL4128

Vocalbooth.com Inc.

SL8510

SIRA S.r.l.

SU3022

Volicon

SU5302

Society of Broadcast Engineers

L29

Vorsis

C2623

Solid State Logic

C3313

V- Soft Communications

C2734

Sonifex Ltd.

C2739

Ward- Beck Systems Ltd.

N3425

Sony Electronics Inc.

C11001

Wegener

Sound Devices

C1354

Wheatstone Corp.

Sound4

N1403

Whirlwind

Staco Energy Products Co.

C1148

WhisperRoom Inc.
WideOrbit

STAGETEC (Salzbrenner Stagetec
Mediagroup)

C1057

SU4902
C2623
C4342
SL5105
N5129

See pages 22-23

Stainless LLC

C2025

Will- Burt Co.

C8333

Stantron

C6049

WinMedia America

N1005

Stratos
Studer Soundcraft

0E1720
C2619

Winsted

C8608

WireCAD

N6219

Studio Technologies Inc.

C10048

Wireworks Corp.

C8612

Superior Broadcast Products

SU2713

Wohler Technologies

N3023

Superior Electric
Sure Shot Transmissions Inc.

C1108

WorldCast Systems Inc.

C751

0E1715

Wowza Media Systems

SU9310
SU3010

Switchcraft Inc.

C8137

XDT Pty. Ltd.

Systembase Ltd.

C3134

Yamaha Commercial Audio Systems Inc.

TASCAM

SL1717

Zaxcom Inc.

TBC Consoles Inc.

C12626

Zeus Broadcast - An Obor Digital

Tec Nec Distributing

C1941

Company

an

C1336
C154
N4319
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"Easy to operate, very user friendly, makes
controlling and doing your air shift a breeze"
-Joe Kelly, Program Director
194 Indianapolis
ft.3

•Modular Operation

in Op- X allows
for atiered system at afraction ri:if
the cost of it's competitors.

• Each studio client is capabie
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
• Remote voice-tracking allows for
creation of content for remate
studios also running Op- X.
• The revolutionary design of
Op- X's clock builder turns tie
previous task of scheduliig
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
• Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op- X Serial
Server.
• Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
• Engineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced
to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so excited! It is
with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take alook at the
new Op-XRadio Automaton delivery system for any single or multi-

Mir

station cluster Op-Xs' venatility allows it to operate seamlessly with
either Axia IP-Audio networks or legacy audio consoles.

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc

Trusted Flexible Digital Studio

I.

iPush your voice track
to NexGen from anywhere.
(We really have an app for that)
NAB Booth

#C2628
Avalleble 00 the

App Store

Sound So:onward

*For alimited time only, make NexGen Digital your automation system and
get afree ¡ Phone and ¡ Push. In the US, phone or text to 914-318-0768
C Copycght 2010 RCS

•
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Covering Radio's Digital Transition

Mexico Is Set to Elect IBOC
The Country's Regulator Is Expected to Formalize the Decision This Spring
BY GABRIEL SOSA PLATA
MEXICO CITY — HD Radio, the inband, on-channel system developed by
iBiquity Digital Corp., will be chosen
as the standard for terrestrial digital
radio in Mexico, according to the country's broddcast regulator, the Comisión
Federal ,cre ?Telecomunicaciones.

IDItITALNEWS
Cofetel Commissioner José Luis
Peralta said that Mexico had decided
for IB04 because it's an easy way for
stations to maintain analog sigpials while
adding s ultaneous digital operation.
IB
roponents in the United States
believ
xico and Canada were just
waiting to see how HD Radio was going
to play out in the U.S. before adopting
it in their respective countries. A total
of 1,973 U.S. stations broadcast at least
one HD Radio signal as of mid- March,
according to iBiquity.
The Mexico decision is expected to
be adoptd formally at the next Cofetel
meetin "ais spring. The date was not set
as of mi*March.
Cofetol also is still trying to get buyin to the IBOC decision from agroup of
broadcasters who favor Mexico's adoption of the Eureka- 147 DAB standard.
according to sources.
"Th," primary problem for Eureka in
Mexico is that here the L-band is used
for maritime transmissions and space
communications," Peralta said.
Cofetel has leeway in deciding upon
a digital standard for the country following a2009 decision by the nation's
highest court determining that Cofetel
is the exclusive regulator for biroadcasting in Mexico. Previously some of
its decisions had to be approved by or
made in consultation with the Ministry
of Communications and Transport ( the
Spanish acronym for which is SCT).
LEEWAY IN DECISION
The choice of HD Radio was somewhat predictable, according to those
interviewed for this article.
On May 14, 2008, the government
published guidelines for stations wishing to adopt HD Radio within about 200
miles of the northern border. Under the
guidelines, transition was voluntary and
focused on meeting the needs of listeners and advertisers in the region of the
U.S.-Mexico border.
Since then, of the 187 authorized stations in the border region. II AMs and
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10 FMs have launched hybrid analog/
digital operations.
According to media expert and
university professor Fernando Mejía
Barquera, the pioneering groups include
Grupo Formula with five AM stations; Grupo Gape with four stations in
Tamaulipas; Uniradio with two stations
in the Mexican state of Baja California;
and Mega Radio de México with two
stations in Chihuahua.
Radiorama, Multimedios, MVS,
Cadena Baja California and Grupo
Palacios each operate asingle HD Radio
station in the region.
In addition, said Mejía Barquera,
there are one independent station and
two broadcasters licensed to Mexicans
but operated by U.S. companies to cover
the San Diego market from Tijuana.
The station recognized as the first HD
Radio station in Mexico by broadcast
association CIRT (the Cámara Nacional
de la Industria de Radio y Television)
is XHTY(FM). La Invasora, which
launched digital broadcasts with aNautel
transmitter in July 2008. The station is
owned by Uniradio, founded by Gustavo
Astizarán Rosas, and serves the TijuanaSan Diego market from Tijuana in Baja,
California.

XHNK(FM) in Nuevo Laredo was one of the first stations broadcasting HD Radio
in Mexico. The building façade features astylized `It,' the Radiorama group logo.
Engineers from around Northern Mexico participated in an IBOC training meeting.
Also among them is Paul Gregg of Bauer Transmitters, ront row, second from left.

MAJOR INVESTMENTS
Uniradio also was the first Mexican
broadcaster to launch adigital multicast
channel, airing grupera folk music on
its HDI main channel and aromántica
format on its HD2 channel, according to
the trade association.
Eureka- 147 DAB. Digital Radio
(continued on page 16)

iLM4ST
Booth N3400

• Industry- standard ITU-R BS.1770/1 loudness measurement algorithm
• Simultaneously measures Analog, HD- 1, HD-2 and Internet streams
• User- programmable loudness targets, threshold and QC limits
• Ethernet interface for long-term logging and email alerts via remote PC
• Also includes proprietary DIS Neural Loudness Measure ( NLM) algorithm

Neural Technologies
OIS r4te Semsa eft , .«, ,arafll 1w DIS bee we Immune of DU Inc

DaySequerra
www.daysequerra.com

A radio network needs affiliates.
So does your audio network.
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Imagine aradio network with only 3or 4affiliates. Not much value there. An audio network is like that, too: the more devices attached, the greater its value.
Nobody knows this better than Axia. We invented Civewire — ,the technology that turns standard Ethernet into a powerful audio network. With our huge installed base of broadcast
studios around the world, we've attracted dozens of partner companies who are now offering Livewire-compatible products too. A device with aLivewire port is instantly available to any
other device on the network.
And more compatible equipment is likely on the way. The IEEE is working on aconsumer electronics standard called "AVB" (802.1), which is similar to Livewire. When the standards- making
process is eventually complete, CD players and other devices that can interoperate with Livewire studio equipment will probably appear.
Everyone agrees IP-Audio is the future. Networking technology gives us new capabilities, new ways to manage and distribute broadcast audio -- even as it reduces cost. It's an exciting time
to be in broadcasting
Çà

Livetaire:

connecting the future — today.

If money is no object, this console is for you.
(It's also for those who live in the real world.)
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Introducing iQlm. The brilliant new IP-Audio console from Axia.
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Photos by John Schneider, iBiquity
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(continued from page 13)
Mondiale and HD Radio have been
tested in Mexico, though there have not
been public or industry forums involved
in the process to date.
According to John Schneider, manager of business development for Latin
America for iBiquity Digital, stations
will need to invest the equivalent of
$20,000 to $60,000 to ready their transmission systems for HD Radio. The
figures do not include any studio or production upgrades that may be involved.
Even considering that not all AM stations will transition to HD Radio — in
part because many Mexican stations in
the same city operate at 30 kHz or even
20 kHz spacing from one another, not
the 40 kHz U.S. for which 1B0C AM
was designed — the Mexican radio
industry, as awhole, will have to invest
roughly $280 million to $840 million
in transmission infrastructure to adopt
HD Radio.
IBiquity notes that while 20 kHz
spacing is too close to recommend using
IBOC AM, the system has been found in
other nations to work "acceptably well"
with 30 kHz channel spacing.
Company officials in mid- March
declined other comment on a Mexican

Top: José Avedillo is the engineering manager at Radiorama in Nuevo Laredo.
XHNK bought aV10 Nautel solid-state FM transmitter for the analog/digital
broadcasts. The station is airing two multicasting channels.
Right: The Jampro JAHD antenna is apanel model with half- wave spacing.
The tower is collocated at the studio building in Nuevo Laredo.
standard, noting that approval had yet
to happen. DRM said it hoped that
Mexican authorities would give due
consideration to all digital radio standards before making any decision.
Until the decision is official, it's

unknown whether Mexico will approve
FM operation at the digital power levels
in place in the United States.
Another factor influencing the
Mexican decision for HD Radio was
(continued on page 18)

"If it's AM Radio, it is Kintronic Labs."
Site Planning • Design of Digital- Ready AM Antenna Systems • Custom Fabrication of AM Antenna Systems • On- Site Services and Technical Support
Kintronic antenna systems
are powering radio in the
major markets in all 50 of the

"Visit Kintronic Labs at
the following Conventions"

United States and in more
than 70 countries on six

National Religious Broadcasters (
NRB)

continents.

Nashville, Tennessee
February 28 - March 2
Booth # 747
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r‘V NRB
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combined engineering and
technical experience. Kintronic

CABSAT Show

is aglobal leader in

Dubai, UAE
March 2-4
Stand Z-25, Zabeel Hall

world- class radio broadcast
antenna systems.
Kintronic engineers can

NAB

custom- craft your radio

Las Vegas, Nevada
April 12-15

broadcast antenna system or
Kintronic Labs, Inc.
Aglobal leader of
world- class radio broadcast antenna
systems and components

component need for any
location, at any fixed site, or to
meet any mobile requirement.

Booth # 1332

Kintronic.com

Live Broadcasts from your iPhone

(./JWY[7.JJ?Zi
The world's first iPhone [ 1] application that turns your
iPhone into awireless IP bi-directional 15kHz audio codec
reporters and announcers can use to broadcast LIVE,
high-fidelity, low- delay audio from any remote location
with 3G or Wi-Fi access to a Tieline IP audio codec in the
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visit us

at booth # C157

studio.
Record, Store and Forward via FTP or connect LIVE over
IP to a Tieline studio codec and deliver your story first!
Ideal for:
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Live on- location reporting

Report Live

Cf.,

Live two-way cross to the studio
Live sports announcing and event reporting

Input

Offline reports for later broadcast.

Return

Available on the

111 App Store
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FROM $29.99(21
Watch the video
www.tieline.com/videos
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www.tieline.com 800-750-7950

[1] iPhone and App Store are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
[2] $ 29.99 includes offline, store forward plus 1hour of live connection to aTieline codec. Buy additional hours at $49.99 each or unlimited live connections for $ 349.99
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(continued from page 16)

a September 2008 agreement allowing
some AM operators to migrate to the FM
band. Although there is not frequency
space for all AM operators to move to
FM. Cofetel says a " significant - number
of licensees are making the transition,
which may alleviate some of the problems with 20 kHz spacing for some AMs.
In July 2009, the SCT and Cofetel
published atimetable for AM stations to
make the transition based on which of
six regions they operate in. However, as
of mid- March, no AM stations had made
the move to FM because the Ministry of
Finance and Public Credit had not validated the formula SCT used to determine
the fee for anew FM allocation.

Aspring decision
is expected.
-..q111.1111111111M11

The formula was based on charging
the equivalent of about four cents for
each listener, population coverage of the
station, its market value and technical
capabilities.
The 47 broadcasters seeking to move
to FM could have to invest as much
as roughly 5.585.000 in license fees and
new equipment to make use of the new
spectrum.
Once selection of adigital radio standard is formalized. Cofetel also is expected to define the possibilities for broadcasting ancillary and multicast services, as
well as develop aprogram to help cultural,
educational and community broadcasters
make the transition to digital.
Digital radio in Canada is stalled due
to lack of interest on broadcasters' part.
as they seek to avoid the expense of
new equipment and as DAB receivers
languish on store shelves.
A representative from the North
American Broadcasters Association told
Radio World in June that Canadian
broadcasters are waiting to see what
happens with IBOC in the United States.
T. Carter Ross and Leslie Stimson
contributed to this storv.
Gabriel Sosa Plata is a journalist
specializing in media and communications based in Mexico City. E-mail him
at gsosapqqahoo.com.
Selected data in Rodio World is from
BlAfn's MEDIA Access ProTM.

BIA Financial
nelwerV
www.bia.com
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Selected content from Radio World's " The Leslie Report" by News Editor/
Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson. To receive the free,
bimonthly e-mail newsletter, subscribe at www.radioworld.com/subscribe.
older receivers were found. Section 7

Rolston was general manager and
vice president of engineering at ATI

RECEIVERS HANDLE IBOC

of the final report details the signalto-noise test results for a large num-

POWER INCREASE AND

ber of consumer receivers.
There are other noise sources like

of advanced graphics/video chips
used in personal computers, mobile

NOISE DIFFERENTLY

manmade electrical noise, noise in
the audio program, etc., that will

phones, HD televisions and gaming
consoles. (This is adifferent All than

NPR Labs has uploaded to its
Web site an expanded version of
the " Advanced IBOC Coverage &
Compatibility Study" report previously delivered to the commission.
The new version adds test results on

mask these effects; however there
are losses in received signal-to-noise
ratio that should be considered when

the company familiar to equipment
shoppers in the radio broadcast/audio

FM host compatibility or noise degradation at various IBOC transmission powers and an analysis of IBOC
coverage increases at higher digital
power.
John Kean says NPR found that
noise increased with IBOC injection,
as you'd expect; but you might be

adding both extended partitions and
higher IBOC power, he said.
The data is notable in that stations can glean not only the potential

sector.) He has also held general
management and marketing positions at Silicon Graphics.
Rolston earned a BSE from
Northern Arizona University, an MSE

effect of increasing their FM digital
power on their first- adjacent neigh-

in systems engineering and a Ph.D. in
computer science from Arizona State

bors, but the potential ramifications
on their own FM analog signal, too.
You can download the report at
www.npriabs.org/publications.

University.
David takes over the reins from

surprised to know that noise was
significantly higher at stronger signal strength. Noise increase with
IBOC injection or with higher service

SIPORT APPOINTS
NEW CEO

modes, such as MP3, and the combinations of power and mode are
included in the final report. Kean
tells me he found it surprising to find
that in all cases, noise increased with
stronger signal strength.
Design and performance factors
that are common to both newer and

SiPort, the Santa Clara- based company that makes the HD Radio chip
used in the Microsoft Zune HD, has
someone new in charge.
David Rolston was chairman and
chief executive officer of Forterra
Systems, a 3D graphics software
company. Before joining Fonterra,

DIG ITALRADION EWS
PRIMOSPHERE LICENSING
QUEST REJECTED
Primosphere, one of four applicants
in 1997 for satellite digital radio licenses, apparently has reached the end of
the road in that effort.
Seeking to " provide clarity" about
the question, the FCC in March formal-

Inc., where he managed development

partner in the entertainment industry
company Q- Prime, a music management group.
It had asked the International
Bureau of the FCC to deny both winning license applications. The bureau

Aiman Kabakibo, afounder and
interim chief executer of SiPort.
Aiman took over in 2008 after the
company's top three executives,
including CEO Sid Agrawal, were shot
and killed at their office, allegedly by
aformer employee.
Now Aiman assumes anew role, as
executive vice president and founder,
responsible for SiPort's products and
the handset market.
At CES, SiPort displayed adata
development program for advanced
traffic and navigation as well as
album art, in iBiquity's booth.

The commission now says the 2003
court decision was correct, which
makes Primosphere's 2007 applications
looking to revive its case moot.

LIBERTY, WORLDSPACE
TALKS TERMINATED

said no in 1997 and said there were no
more licenses available. The company
appealed, first to the full FCC, then to

WorldSpace is preparing to decommission its satellites, which would
involve pushing them into a higher

cation to review the original decision.
The agency said Primosphere's case
actually was resolved in 2003 when a

the D.C. Circuit Court. Both appeals
were rejected.
Three years later, in 2007,
Primosphere said it intended to go
ahead with another appeal and that

orbit so they wouldn't interfere with
other satellites.
That's because its talks with Liberty
Media broke off and the satcaster is
reviewing strategic alternatives.

federal appeals court agreed with its
decision to award only two licenses.

because the commission had never
formally dismissed its Application

Liberty bought nearly all of
WorldSpace's debt in 2009, after also

Those went to Sirius, then called
Satellite CD Radio Inc., and XM, known
as American Mobile Radio Corp.

for Review, its document seeking an
S-DARS license remained pending.
By this time, Sirius and XM had asked

Primosphere Limited Partnership
and Digital Satellite Broadcasting

$90 million respectively.
Primosphere is a holding com-

the commission to approve their subsequent merger. Primosphere, among
other companies, hoped for an S-DARS
license should one become available
when Sirius and XM combined. Both
Sirius and XM fought that application

rescuing Sirius XM with a loan of $ 520
million. That lead to speculation that
Liberty Chairman John Malone intended to combine the two satcasters.

pany for New York resident Clifford
Burnstein and Peter Mensch, his

and the FCC denied it at the time it
approved the satellite radio merger.

ly rejected the company's efforts to get
an S-DARS license, dismissing an appli-

Corp. lost out to those companies' bids
of approximately $83.3 million and

Silver Spring, Md. based WorldSpace
has been under bankruptcy protection
since October 2008. It ended its business in India at the end of 2009 and
indicated then that the company was
apotential buyer of the WorldSpace
global assets.
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MORECONTROL
Nautel offers the industry's broadest portfolio of digital/analog

32.0 kW

solid-state transmitters including lkW to 2000kW AM and 300W to
88kW FM models. Outstanding reliability, global presence, efficiercy
and exceptional support have resulted in more than 8000 Nautel
01110/1111"In ellieng"P lue

See us at
Stand C2615

transmitter deployments in 176 countries. Expect more from Nautel.

Making Digital Radio Work.
See what more looks like 6
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Where Content Comes to Life -

WORLD

AManager's Show Preview

To Tweet or Not to Tweet
Promotion Guru Dan O'Day Tackles Topic of Twitter
BY JAMES CARELESS
twitter
"Randotn."
That's the adjective Dan O'Day uses when asked
to describe radio's approach to using Twitter — or
lack thereof.
"Twitter is like any promotional tool: It should
be employed in line with a station's coordinated,
well-thought-out branding strategy," says this radio
promotion, advertising and show prep expert.
"But in reality, most radio stations take an entirely random and unplanned approach to Twitter.
Generally, they let someone who is keen on ' tweeting' set up their station Twitter account, giving
no thought to what's being said on behalf of their
brand identity."
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length; well within Twitter's limits.
This in-your-face bio clearly defines a rebel rock
station's Twittiverse persona.
"It also clearly polarizes Twitter users into those
who want to identify with your image, and those that
don't," O'Day says.
"Polarization is key to effective branding, because
it creates an ' in' group of people who endorse what
you stand for, and are motivated to follow your
tweets, plus tune in online and over the air."

through the ear hangar or go. k torquer,' anyArry it one ono-up
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PAUSE, THINK
"The percentage of stations that use Twitter KRMG(AM/FM) in Tulsa, Okla., tweets.
effectively is comparable to the percentage of those
"Twitter really pushes new users to get tweeting, but
that consistently create effective radio commerdon't give into that temptation," O'Day advises. "Your
cials, which is about 10 percent," he believes.
first tweet is your station's introduction to the Twitter
"The reason so many misuse Twitter is because they
universe ( i.e. the `Twittiverse') so it better deliver the
don't understand how it can be used to drive traffic to
kind of brand statement you want to promote.
your Web site and station — or away from it."
"Posting ' so what do Ido with this thing?' — which
O'Day will headline aMonday session at the NAB
is what most first-time tweeters do — really doesn't do
Show about "How to Use Twitter to Increase Your
much for your image. So decide how your station will
Station's Ratings and Revenue."
portray itself on Twitter, before posting your first tweet."
His goal is deliver simple, smart ways to make
Speaking of image, every Twitter account page —
Twitter auseful part of aradio or TV station's promowhich other Twitter users look at before choosing to
tional efforts.
sign up and ' follow' your tweets — comes with ashort
Okay, Mr. O'Day: So how can astation use Twitter
160 character bio. Resist the temptation to put in someeffectively?
thing vague and irrelevant.
"Step one is to get onto Twitter and register your
"This is where you need to post something that
station name; one that ideally fits your on-air tag line,
accurately sums up your station brand. For instance, if
or as close to it as you can get," he said.
you are positioning your station as an upstart rock ren"This is something you can do right now, or right
egade in constant danger of annihilation by an angered
after you listen to my NAB 2010 talk."
Establishment, your bio should reflect this: ' We ARE
Caution: Be sure to have the Twitter account created
the TriCities renegade rocker that The Man wants to
by a long-term employee who can be trusted to hang
CRUSH. Until the FCC, the banks and the suits shut us
around, because it will be their e-mail that controls
down, we'll be PLAYING the kind of KILLER ROCK
access to the account. Better yet, manage it yourself.
you can't find anywhere else. —
Once you have nailed down your Twitter name, the
For the record, this branding bio is 158 characters in
next thing to do is ... pause and think.

Contact us at:
www.devabroadcast.com
sales@devabroadcast.com
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FREE POTENTIAL
This is just the beginning. Strategically planned
tweets can play off this image, promoting personalities, programs, special events, promotions and anything else that boosts your station brand.
Twitter can also be used to post links to your
Web site, including photo and streaming audio/video
clips. And if other Twitterers like what you're saying, chances are they will forward — "re-tweet" —
your messages to other users. This builds the number
of followers who receive every tweet you send. The
more followers, the more people reached — and all
for free. (That's right: Twitter is free.)
Twitter can be used to provide the Twittiverse
with an apparently "private" view of popular radio
personalities.
"BBC 1presenter Chris Moyles, whose on-air persona has abit of an edge to it, uses Twitter to portray
a softer, more human side of himself," O'Day said.
"That's part of Chris's overall strategy; and my understanding is that he has a staff member who actually
handles the tweeting for him." Moyle's Twitter account
name is CHRISDJMOYLES. As of press time, he has
439,540 followers.
Dan O'Day offers these housekeeping tips for
Twittering stations:
"Whether you do one or 20 tweets aday, be consistent," he says. "People won't stick with you if you tweet
excessively for aweek, then drop to nearly nothing from
then on." Tweets should also always relate back to the
brand and they should be interesting. Don't let station
staff post what sandwiches they are having for lunch.
"Like the Web, television and newspapers, Twitter
can be auseful tool for promoting your station," O'Day
concludes. "Is it amust-have? No, in the sense that you
can succeed without it. But since Twitter is free and has
the potential to reach thousands of people at no cost to
you, why not use it?"
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*FM Band 87 - 108 MHz Basic Spectrum Analyzer
"Selectable wide/narrow IF bandwidth
*MPX, PILOT & RDS deviation meters
*LEFT and RIGHT demodulated audio level meters
*RDS and RBDS decoder with BER meter
*Alarm dispatch via E-mail and/or SMS
*Complete status reporting via SMS
*Accurate RF and RDS Measurements

*TCP/IP Remote Access & Control via Internet
*Monitoring of up to 50 FM Radio Stations
*Very Intuitive Application Interface
*Accurate front- panel metering for local use
*Remote Listening via optional GSM modem
*Optional Audio Program MP3 Streaming
*Alarm Management & Centralization
*Cartographic interface with site location
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MORE SHOW
HIGHLIGHTS
Find session details at
www.nabshow.com.
NAB Show Opening
Gordon Smith gives his state of the
industry address; Hiroshi Yoshioka of
Sony keynotes; Michael J. Fox receives
the Distinguished Service Award.
Monday, 9a.m.
Cool Gadgets, Hot Content
Brian Cooley of CNET talks about the
latest consumer electronics gizmos.
Monday, noon

Mere
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Information Administration.
Tuesday, 2:30 p.m.

and talk about programs for companies
interested in expanding exports into
new markets.
Wednesday, 11:45 a.m.

Hubble 3D
Content Theater session about "Hubble
3D: Filmmaking in Outer Space with
¡MAX Technology." Session will
explore how IMAX collaborated with
NASA to capture Hubble 3D's imagery.
Tuesday, 3p.m.

Destination Broadband
An exhibit area focuses on advances
and applications for broadband technology and the online video experience within the broadband ecosystem. Includes areas on Broadband
Innovations, Mobile Solutions and
Broadband Lifestyles, a " living roomlike setting for consumer products and
services."

Export Help
Department of Commerce official
Suresh Kumar will discuss President
Obama's National Export Initiative

HD Radio Digital
Marketing
Rick Greenhut of iBiquity
Digital talks about how
stations can "cash in on all
your content."
Monday, 4p.m.

eier»Digital

o

Trusted Flexible Digital Studio

FCC Keynote
Fresh off announcing
the National Broadband
Plan, Chairman Julius
Genachowski talks to
broadcasters.
Tuesday, 9a.m.

p.
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iPush

Ray Kurzweil
The inventor and futurist talks about acceleration of technology in the 21st Century
and its impact on media and society.
Tuesday, 9a.m.
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Interview with Obama

Radio Luncheon
Ron Chapman is inducted in the NAB
Broadcasting Hall of Fame, Phil

r
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Hendrie keynotes and winners of the
Crystal Radio Award are named.
Tuesday, 12:30 p.m.
The New FCC Database:
A Sneak Preview
Peter Doyle, James Bradshaw and
Patricia Rinn of the FCC provide a
first look at the commission's new
Consolidated Licensing System.
Tuesday, 1p.m.

iPush your voice track
to NexGen from anywhere.
(We really have an app for that)
NAB Booth #C2628
M

Washington Face-Off
Three FCC commissioners including Meredith
Attwell-Baker, shown,
join the deputy administrator of the National
Telecommunications and

Available on the

LJApp Store

Sound Software

*For alim ed time only, make NexGen Dggital your automation system and get afree iPhone and
iPush. In the US, phone or text :o 914-318-0768
2010 RCS N/
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Show Explores New Radio Models
Money, Mobile and Machinations Are

Management Conference. Here is a
sampling of sessions of interest for radio
managers.

Hot Topics at Management Conference
BY JAMES CARELESS
Hard economic times mean tough
choices for radio owners and general
managers.
How do they generate more money
when ad sales are down while convincing top sales and management talent not

to jump ship? How can the public's passion for iPhones build radio's audience,
rather than erode it? Could government
bureaucrats and money-seeking rightsholders hamstring the industry or rob
it blind?
These topics will be up for discussion during the NAB Show Broadcast

FINDING OTHER REVENUES
"The New Radio Model: Tool Kit
and Case Studies" — For decades, commercial radio has lived and died on
advertising revenues. In fact, "the old
radio model was reliant on spot sales
for over 95 percent of its revenue,"
says Mike Henry, CEO of Paragon
Mike Henry. ' The old radio model is
now seriously underwater from the
perfect storm of advertising declines
and new competition.'
Media Strategies and moderator of this

Ready Today.
(and every day from here on out.)
SAGE DIGITAL ENDEC
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The next generation of the famous SAGE ENDEC has already shipped
to hundreds of broadcasters and public safety agencies across
the country. As FEMA and the FCC prepare for CAP 1.2 compliance,
broadcasters are already taking advantage of the many new
features and functions of the SAGE Digital ENDEC including:
•AES/EBU Digital Audio
•totioo Base-TNetwork Connectivity
•Web- based control and monitoring
•Enhanced logging
•More printing, monitoring, and remote control options
•Easy software upgrading to comply with future changes
Of course, if there are any last minute changes to the CAP1.2 spec, or
changes at any time in the future, an upgrade is literally minutes away
via asimple software download.
The SAGE Digital ENDEC is the only EAS box you'll ever need.

See us at the April NAB show in the Central Hall. Booth C1358

SAGE Alerting Systems, Inc
Soo Westchester Avenue, Suite 641, North Rye Brook, NY 10 573
Phone 914 872 4069 • Info@sagealertingsystems.com • www.sagealertIngsystems.com
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Monday morning session.
Thanks to this addiction to ad dollars,
he said, "The old radio model is now
seriously underwater from the perfect
storm of advertising declines and new
competition."
In contrast, he says, the new radio
model, while drawing on spot sales,
increases the amount of live event and
digital revenue in the overall mix.
In particular, "the new radio model
combines hyper- local content and
community-building with multi-platform distribution and revenue streams.
'Multi-platform' means all platforms,
including events and on-site non-traditional revenue." By hyper-local, Henry
refers to the kind of local news, sports,
events and community interaction at
which radio can excel.
"Copyright Licensing" — Meanwhile.
the cost of content remains amajor concern for radio broadcasters, particularly
with cash-strapped record companies
pressing their case for performance royalties from radio every time one of their
songs is played on air. Royalties historically have been paid to songwriters and
composers but not to record labels and
artists.
"The record industry's business
model is failing, and they are trying to
shore it up by taking hundreds of millions, even billions, of dollars from the
radio industry," says NAB Executive
Vice President of Media Relations
Dennis Wharton.
"If this becomes law, many stations
will have to switch to all-talk to survive,
or just go dark. Fortunately, there is
strong bipartisan resistance to performance royalties, but this battle is far
from over."
Performance royalties will be on the
table during the session on Monday
morning, as will fee determinations for
BM! and ASCAP that are the subject
of rate court litigation by the Radio
Music License Committee; the status
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of SESAC licensing; streaming licensing; and the implications of content
consumed via podcasts, downloads and
mobile devices.
RETAINING TOP EMPLOYEES
"Recruiting & Retaining Sales and
Management Superstars" — Work harder, make less money: It hardly sounds
like the best way to keep top salespeople
and managers on staff. Yet this is precisely what radio owners must do to
weather the challenging financial times.
How do you persuade profit-minded
staff to stick around? Start by reminding
them how hard they've worked to date,
replies Patty Kincaid. She is director
of new business development at Media
Staffing Network and moderator of a
Monday afternoon session.

&Ma Cram to Ur.'

bureaucracy, which may seem monolithic at other times, becomes human
when top FCC execs and commission
staff fly into Vegas to come face to face
with NAB delegates.
According to Wharton, this is the
time to catch the commission's attention
and get your questions answered.
"The FCC has been almost totally
preoccupied with tackling broadband
regulation," he said. "But for broadcasters interested in discussing radio
regulation with top policymakers, the
NAB Show offers a prime opportunity." For example, attendees can hear

from, and talk to, FCC General Counsel
Austin Schlick and Media Bureau Chief
William Lake at this Monday afternoon
session; they are among the panelists.
Separately, Chairman Julius Genachowski will speak in a high-profile
keynote Tuesday afternoon, and three
FCC commissioners will be part of the
Tuesday session "Washington Face-off"
"Raising Radio Rates" — The last
few years have been tough for most U.S.
commercial radio businesses. Many stations have lowered ad rates in an effort to
offset dropping demand and more inven-

tory. Unfortunately, without an increase
in spot load, the result of rate cutting is
less revenue, even if a station sells the
same amount of ah-time as before.
"It is part of the reason that many
stations have had such a difficult time
achieving budget," says Mark D. Levy,
vice president and general sales manager of educational services with the
Radio Advertising Bureau.
RAB has developed a strategy for
resisting rate reductions, Levy says.
"It is based on knowing what a station has to sell, building abelief among
(continued on page 24)

Where Great Radio Begins
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Mark Levy. ' Stations that pay close
attention to rates as an integral part of
their daily business have seen less rate
erosion in " bad times" and substantial
rate growth as things get better.'
"Many salespeople and managers
who have worked for acompany for a
number of years have avested interest in
seeing it through," Kincaid said.
"In today's world, most are happy
to have ajob and know that while their
income may have been affected by the
business climate the past several years,
their value has not waned."
Meanwhile, money isn't the only
reason people stay with employers. Job
satisfaction and how they are treated are
factors. To keep top performers, build a
relationship with them, she advises.
"Get them involved in top-level projects, let them take the lead, partner
them up with junior employees which
not only provides training for your new
hires, but gives the senior employee
some assistance with their workload.
Focus on one-on-one time with employees; make sure you listen to them and
recognize their achievements."
RULES AND AD RATES
"Regulation: You Want Me to Do
What?" — Once a year, the FCC

"Vistallax is at the forefront of the evolution from standalone consoles to networked
control surfaces, centralized audio management and shared resources. Power,
scalability ad value assure that all PR&E products meet the needs of everyone at
your station — on- air talent, producers, programmers and engineers.
There is no greater evidence of our flexibility and reliability than the number of
stations
large and small — that benefit from PR&E innovations every day -

Paul Barzizza. Manager of Business Development for Radio Studio Solutions
at Harris, has been helping PR&E customers design, configure and equip
great studio facilities for more than 10 years

Learn more at www.pre.com or ( 800) 622-0022.

assuredcommunications'
Broadcast Communications •

RF Communications •

www.harris.com
Government Communications Systems
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(continued from page 23)

the sales team that pricing is an integral
part of their daily routine and then instituting aseries of weekly checkpoints to
make sure things are on track," he said.
"Historically, stations that pay close
attention to rates as an integral part of
their daily business have seen less rate
erosion in ' bad' times and substantial rate
growth as things get better. Rate growth
that outstrips the market is common."
Levy will moderate a session on this
topic Tuesday morning at the NAB Show.

CAPTURING GENERATION IPHONE
"Mobile: The Seventh Medium" — In
the old days, "mobile entertainment"
referred to transistor radios. Today,
mobile means iPhones and similar wireless devices — and it's a space some
observers think radio must conquer if
it's to remain viable.
"As the Walkman was replaced by
the iPod, radio's portability has been
severely challenged," said Fred Jacobs,
president of Jacobs Media/jacAPPS.
"But mobile devices that allow consumers to download applications open
up an entire new platform for radio.

And apps do more than stream. They
are mini-marketing machines that carry
podcasts, advertising, games, connectivity to social media, and anything astation wants to present."
Radio is a natural fit with mobile,
providing access to new audiences for
enhancing existing sales packages and
generate added revenue.
"For example, our apps provide stations with control over their artwork
remotely, so they can change ad panels
at the station level," says Jacobs. "There
are five panels that rotate, creating more
avails for sales reps. They can be used
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says Fred
Jacobs. 'They
are minimarketing
machines.' He
will moderate
asession about
radio and the mobile revolution.
for sales, for promotions of events and
remotes, for on-air giveaways, and for
mobile couponing.
"This puts a client's message right
into the hands of consumers as they
are on the go, shopping, eating and
spending." Radio stations that do this
in mobile make more money as aresult.
"Mobile: The Seventh Medium"
will be presented on Tuesday morning.
Speakers from NPR Digital Media and
Entercom are on the panel. (For the
record, the other six media are print,
recordings, cinema, radio, TV and the
Internet.)

INTERNATIONAL
License-Free data link delivers LAN/WAN
network and control where no wires or
cables exist.
Create your own data link to the transmitter site
with Moseley LanLink HS 9000.
RDS, transi nitter remote control, off-premises
servers, surveillance video and IP phones can be
implemented quickly and cost effectively. In addition,
email and Internet can now be accessed on-site.
Saving time and valuable resources.
LanLink operates in the 900 MHz ISM band requiring
no license or frequency coordination. Duplexing into
your existing STL antenna system eliminates additional
antennas, tower leases and loading issues.

Your link to wireless solutions.
moseleysb.com
Dave Chancey: ( 805) 968 9621
Bill Gould: ( 978) 37

With LanLink, the explosion of innovative and money
saving IP based applications and hardware can be
easily networked into your transmitter site today.
Contact us to learn more!
Visit us at NAB booth #C2610

EXCELLENCE
Sri Lanka's Shree FM and
India's MY FM will receive the
NAB International Broadcasting
Excellence Award.
"India's 94.3 MY FM tirelessly
served their community, dedicating
its airwaves to several philanthropic
initiatives aimed at helping its listening area," NAB stated. "With a
broadcast network that spans 17 cities
and seven states, MY FM successfully coordinated large-scale blood
collection drives and clothing donation centers." A 10-day warm clothes
drive provided clothes to more than
10,000 homes and spanned across
three cities. The station also initiated
avoter education effort.
NAB said Shree FM is one of
the most popular stations in Sri
Lanka and has participated in programs aimed at providing health
care assistance.

•

THE OFFICIAL WHEATSTONE
NON-TEASER NAB TEASER AD
TIIS YEAR AT NAB WE'RE INTRODUCING SOME REALLY COOL NEW STUFF.
SERIMIS1 YCOOL NEW STUFF. AND HONESTLY, AT THE TIME THIS AD IS BEING PUT
TOGETHER WE'RE STILL TWEAKING IT. SO WHILE WE CAN'T SHOW IT TO YOU YET,
WE HOPE YOU'LL BE FLOORED WHEN YOU DO SEE IT.
WE CAN SAY THAT IT WILL INCLUDE:

TWO NEW VIIRSIS PRODUCTS (011, MAYBE 3)
ANEW ANIMUS PRODUCT
A
WHEATSTONE RADIO PROJECT
WHEATSTONE WHEATNET-IP BLADES 2.0
BREAKTHROUGH NEW DIGITAL MIX ENGINE
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Termites Dine on Cable Cuisine
And How aHam Shack Became An Emergency Production Room

W

hen we think of insect pests,
we might think first of hornets,
wasps or bees. Fig. 1 reminds us of
another worry: termites.

I

WORKBENCH
li).101111 Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radiowurld.corn

ed Fuller of Fuller Electronics in
North Carolina was at a contract
station's transmitter site, re-routing a
section of half-inch Heliax brand cable
recently. The cable was buried in sand
that filled atrough in aconcrete floor. It
is pictured in Fig. 2.
Ted had to dig the cable out to move
it. As he did, he noted termite dirt
encrusting the Heliax cable jacket.
Upon removing the dirt, Ted was
surprised to find that some of the jacket
was eaten away, exposing the copper,
shown in Fig. 3. Can you imagine what
they would do if they got into the foam?
Just another issue for engineers to
deal with. Ted Fuller can be reached at
tsfullerewebkorner.com.

interlock connections are not always
connected correctly and are, in some
cases, even bypassed. This creates a
scenario for apotential disaster.
After turning off the transmitter(s),
the SWP-200 checks for RF and will
not attempt to move aswitch if there is
RF present.
You can find out more about this
"smart" switch controller by visiting
www.broadcast-devices.com. E-mail Ron
Kumetz at ronebroadcast-devices.com.

N

ormally you might see nice, new,
pristine studio spaces gracing the
pages of Radio World.
It isn't the case in Fig. 4. When those
big back-to-back blizzards blew through
Washington recently, Radio America
Production
Director Al
Peterson
received doctor's orders to stay home

Even the trim around studio walls
and windows can fall victim to these
nasty insects. Watch for their swarms as
well as their dried mud tunnels running
up the side of buildings.
Don't wait until the problem gets this
serious; seek professional help early and
save your structures.
Perhaps you think that because you
occupy a concrete or metal structure,
you don't need to worry. Read on to
learn otherwise.

T

..

(continued on page 28)

Fig. 1: This termite
damage is to the trim
around astudio window.

Ren ineerin

on Kumetz is the director of Fig. 2: A cable, buried in the sand, looks benign ...
g
g for
Broadcast
Devices Inc. Ron writes that while Fig. 3 (bottom): ... until the dirt is wiped off.
the Workbench column in the Feb. Termites have eaten the outer jacket.
10 issue addressed hot switching,
one of the major issues concerning
motorized RF switches, we did not
mention the most foolproof solution.
The BDI SWP-200, winner of
a2009 Radio World "Cool Stuff'
Award, is an integrated switch
controller and power monitoring
solution. This integration allows
the SWP-200 to sense RF power in
the line and prevent hot switching.
It's been BDI's experience that

This Easy-to- Use FM Mod- Monitor Gives Accurate Off-Air Measurements

"Other guys imitate us...
But the original's still the greatest."
— Billy Page THE IN CROWD
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A wealth of features makes Inovonics'
second-generation 531 the undisputed
value leader in FM Monitoring.
In addition to the high-resolution
total-mod display, the 531 also
shows stereo audio levels, SCA and
RDS subcarrier injection, plus a
relative indication of incidental
AM noise. A digitally-tuned preselector with programmable presets
lets you quickly compare your
station's parameters with those of
market companions.
Signal strength and multipath readouts

simplify antenna alignment and help
validate all measurements. Rear- panel
appointments include balanced audio out,
composite in/outs, and both antenna and
high-level RF inputs. Alarm tallies are
provided for overmod, audio loss, carrier
loss and excessive multipath.
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l 1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: ( 831) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: inloeinovon.com

Visit us at NAB booth #C1411

In radio, talk is never cheap.
We just made it less expensive.
Introducing the new Nx6 Talkshow System from Telos. It's got our most advanced digital hybrids ever, for great
sound even with cell- phone callers. It handles up to six POTS or ISDN phone lines, and has four separate hybrids that
you can use in single or dual- studio configurations. It provides Caller ID, of course, and the built-in mix- minus makes
installation easy; no outboard boxes needed. Setup is even easier with a LivewireTM network — plug in a single CAT- 5
cable and you're connected. The best part? You can get an Nx6 package with Assistant Producer call screening software and a Desktop Director for only $3,995 MSRP.
Telos Talkshow Systems. Give your listeners a voice. Give your talent a boost. Give your wallet a break.

voldet

- wgeor.d«I.s.t

Nx12
Need to control more phone lines? Check out Nx6's big brother,
Nx12. Handles twice the number of phone lines, and can serve
two independent studios simultaneously. An Nx12 package with
a Desktop Director and Assistant Producer software is only
$4,995 MSRP.

ONE- x- Six
A tight budget doesn't mean you
Get a ONE- x- Six package with
lines, a built-in Telos ONE hybrid
Switch Console, plus Assistant
$2,995 MSRP.

should have to compromise.
switching for up to 6 POTS
for clear, clean calls, aTelos
Producer software for only

AUDIO INETWORKS
0 2010

Telos. and LwowIre are trademarks Of TLS COrp

Radio Never Sleeps Neither do we. We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call + 1-216-622-0247.
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WORKBENCH
(continued from r1 page 26)

to tend to his wife, who was recovering
from surgery. But hours of pre-produced
programs had to go up for the weekend,
and some were live-to-disk interview
shows that had not yet been recorded.
Al's home studio had been down for
months for aredesign; and even then it
had been set up primarily for electronic
music production and not creation of
talk shows.
So with time and weather against
him, Al commandeered his basement
ham shack. He stuffed it with two old
computers, a 12-year-old Mackie 1202
mixer, an M-Audio PC audio interface,
aTelos One digital phone hybrid borrowed from work and yards of audio,
network and telephone cable going
everywhere. After Al downloaded some
free software to get rolling, it was time
to put shows together and save the
weekend.
Remote hosts who normally dial into
the studios via ISDN instead called Al's
computer via Skype, the popular free
VoIP application which, on good days,

Fig. 4: Man it's ugly, but it worked. Al Peterson's emergency blizzard
'production room.'
gives performance close to G.722 audio.
Guests rang in on Al's home phone
instead of the studio's call-in numbers.
Segments were recorded and edited
using the free Audacity audio editor,

with final processing done on an old
version of Cool Edit in Al's ham radio
computer.
Over the air, the home-cooked audio
was indistinguishable from that pro-

Does Your E-Letter Get Opened?
If You're Going to Do It, You Might as Well Do It Right
Idare you to subscribe to a radio station e-mail
newsletter that isn't in your city. Pick astation you've
never heard of, but that has aformat that interests you.
Here's what will happen: First, you'll go that station's Web site and have atough time finding out how
to subscribe.
Once you locate the opt-in page, you'll receive an
out-of-date auto-response when you subscribe.
The auto-response text will be worded poorly and
not signed by astation personality.
This auto message will not have alink in it for you to
read the most current e-letter instead of having to wait a
week or longer to receive your first issue.
When the inaugural e-letter finally does appear in
your inbox, the subject line will offer you no real reason to open it.
Once opened, you'll see alaundry list of reasons to
tune in to that radio station — but no good reason to
read the e-letter because it has no actual content.
You'll wonder why listeners of that station would
waste their time signing up for marketing messages
and advertising. You'll also wonder why the station is
wasting its time with this garbage when they could be
engaging more people via Facebook and Twitter.
IN- BOX WIN
All cynicism aside, I'm not saying the e- letter is
dead quite yet.
A handful of stations make great e-letters and have
substantial numbers of regular readers. Yes, social media
could make e-letters irrelevant in the not-distant future
— but in the meantime, how can you win in this space?
Stations with successful e-letters have amethod of
sanity. They start with the notion that people want to

M3=7=0
Eatleataletter
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duced at the network's Arlington, Va.,
studios.
Shows were uploaded to Radio
America's secure FTP site using free
WinSCP software. The programs were
imported into the network's elaborate
Rivendell audio management system
via RealVNC, more free software that
allows remote control of distant computers via the Internet.
The weather is better now, as is Al's
wife; and he is back in the network studios. But for one winter weekend, this
ungainly assemblage of second-hand
gear and abunch of free software unexpectedly came together in the corner of
abasement and saved asnowy weekend.
Al Peterson can be reached at alanpetersoneearthlink.net.
John Bisset marked his 40th year in
broadcasting recently. He is international
sales manager for Europe and Southern
Africa for Nautel and apast recipient of the
SBE's Educator of the Year Award. Reach
him at johnbisset@myfairpointnet Faxed
submissions can be sent to (603)472-4944.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification credit.

other,tos Inde,.

for the family in that coming weekend; movie reviews;
NASCAR news; and links to unique video(s), new
songs, and aplace to provide feedback or opinion easily
via alink to Facebook.
After the e-letter has been completed, ask several
staffers and friends to check it for typos and errors
(which, by the way, are more commonly found with
e-letters from news/talk and sports formats). Be sure
also to ask your volunteer proofreaders if everything is
stated clearly and if they find the e-letter entertaining.
Take their feedback seriously.
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For many younger listeners,
Facebook has significantly
lowered interest in checking
e-mail with frequency.

Email faldrew
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The e-mail newsletter signup page for CBS station
WW1(AM) in Detroit.
read actual content and not just be bombarded with
marketing messages about station tune-in.
If they're sending an e-letter to a country music
fan, that e- letter must have the very latest news about
performers in that format; entertainment information
that fits the lifestyle — like what's going on locally

Next step is to determine asubject line that will get
the recipient actually to open the e-letter. Putting the
name of the station and the date in the subject line is
a huge mistake because it banks on the power of the
station brand to translate into action. Few stations have
this kind of authority. You'll obtain amuch higher open
rate by using emotion, controversy, sex, or apromise of
delivering info that they'll hear first from you.
How do you measure success? There are e-mail
delivery programs that measure open rate, clickthroughs and more; I've been told repeatedly by web
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FOTI AND OMNIA
GO TO 11
Omnia Audio this month unveils the
Omnia.1 1 broadcast processor. In the
first detailed public discussion about the
product, Radio World's Paul McLane
e-mailed with Frank Foti, self-described

ISUPPLYSIDE
Omnia "chief cook and bottle washer,
servant to three cats, caretaker to steam
engine" and company president.
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the way people to listen to FM — again —
as the audio is noticeably cleaner, for the
same relative level of loudness.
Paul, you asked me anumber of years
ago what was the next step in processing,
and Itold you we needed to clean up on-air
processed audio, yet remain competitive.
That's what Omnia. Il is all about.
RW: What does it cost?
Foti: Good question ... :) It's in the price
range of Omnia.6.
RW: As fans of "Sptiiál Tap" we assume
(continued on page 30)

RW: You've been teasing about the
Omnia. Il since last year. Is it real? Why
is it abig deal?
Foti: Teasing? Ah Paul, Ithink you've
been staring at those new Omnia.11 ads a
bit too much.
Omnia. Il is as real as NBA MVP
LeBron James. It ships right after NAB.
We spent last year doing private demos
and field tests in major markets.
The big deal is what people told us
they're not hearing on-the-air with
Omnia. Il: intermod distortion. One key
executive told me we're about to change

experts that none are completely accurate. At the least, however, these logs
present you with you abaseline to measure against. Even the most simplistic
e-mail delivery program does offer you
the unsubscribe rate. It's vital that you
do keep track of your unsubscribe rate
so you can see what's working for you
and what isn't.
Few stations can sustain more than
one e- letter per week. Sending out more
also potentially raises your unsubscribe
rate simply because your listeners do
have areal lives with little free time, so
don't push too hard.
One trend worth watching is how
youth audiences are dealing with e-mail
as a tool. There is evidence that for
many 12- to 24-year-olds, Facebook has
significantly lowered interest in checking e-mail with frequency.
So, if your e- letter has been like the
one described at the start of this article,
what should you do?
Once you've got something you're
proud of, promote it heavily on-air. Offer
specific reasons for listeners to sign up.
Prod with incentives like free tickets or
T-shirts. In your first few new e-letters,
solicit feedback and then read it on the air.
Last, Irecommend you not send out
standalone advertising to your database.
Your unsubscribe rate will soar and
your open rate will plunge. You can still
make money with banner ads or sponsorships in e-letters — just make sure
that content remains king.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. Write to marklapiduseverizon.
net.

This Phone Makes Other Hybrids Go
Running Home To Their Mommies.
NEW! Universal Host handles Vole PBX and EVERY other phone!
More and more stations are turning to VolP for their
phone systems. And rightfully so. Cost savings cs well as
increased feature sets make them anatural. One problem,
though, is finding ahybrid that can work with your new
system. Leave it to JK Audio to deliver ahybrid that
integrates flawlessly with your Vol Pphone system (or any
other)! Universal Host Digital Hybrid connects your VolP
phone to your computer via its USB audio CODEC, giving
you immediate talk-show quality for interviews right from
your desktop with no fuss!
Whether it's VolP, PBX or any other phone system,
Universal Host Digital Hybrid with its USB audio CODEC
makes it fast and easy to get your callers on the air!

JK Audi

TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL BROADCASTS

Universal Host

JK Audio

lIgnal Hybud

-res IS
See us at NAB booth C2010
jkaudio.com

MI>

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • info@jkaudio.com
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OMNIA
(continued from page 29)

the product name is anod to that classic
movie.
Foti: We ran an Omnia.fm ad, back in
1999 where we used the " It goes to 1I"
slogan. The movie's always been a bit
of fun for us.
RW: What should we understand your philosophy about loudness to be with this box?
Foti: It's not about getting loud. Flip
on the radio today and there's plenty of
packed-up, constipated-sounding audio.

April 7. 2010
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The trick is to clean it up, yet remain loud
in acompetitive sense. The philosophy is
simple. We took our prior efforts, critically listened to them, checked our egos,
and said, "What must be done to make it
cleaner, for the same relative loudness?"
Easier said than done. Itipped my hand
at last year's NAB, as my paper "Cleaner,
Yet Still Loud" was all about this topic.
The project that became Omnia. Il
played out where Itook on the final limiter/clipper stage, Cornelius Gould took
the dynamics sections and together we
went about investigating methods to clean
up the audio. What we learned is that

intermodulation distortion is the silent
killer to processed on-air audio, even at
reduced levels of processing. Fast limiters
and clippers, until Omnia. 11. generated
intermod distortion that most broadcasters
have come to accept as that "sounds like
radio"signature.
The algorithms in Omnia.I Igrew out
of Omnia.6, but all of them, from the wideband AGC up through the clipper system,
employ our "Chameleon Technology"
and LoIMD processing techniques. These
methods enable Omnia. II to reduce,
and in some cases eliminate, processing
induced intermodulation distortion.

The result is added clarity. Snare drums
sound like snare drums, live voice is crystal-clear, yet the resultant on-air product
is loud with extremely consistent spectral
balance. Instead of rambling on, it really
needs to be heard. I'm happy to let the
broadcasters decide.
During one field test, we had awellknown corporate director of engineering
claim the audio was missing something,
as he tested Omnia. 1I.
Listening with him, Iagreed he was
missing something. After critically listening, and adjusting, he realized he wasn't
hearing the level of intermod distortion he
was used to hearing. The on-air audio was
louder than his existing processing, but
noticeably cleaner. Detail and clarity were
quite revealing.

NEW

full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from

A AKIS

8channels
Stereo Program output
2mie, 4stereo line, P. Phone in
US8 interface for play Srecord from aPC
Mix- minus in- out for an external Telephune Hybrid
BOTH balanced and unbalanced inputs and outputs fur flexibility

...what more need be said ?
ennumm
other members of the ARC family.

RW: What does the II do that your other
processors, or others on the market, don't?
Foti: You can't use just any box to do the
job of an Omnia. Our new box is cleaner, bar none. Additionally, the firmware
platform is considerably more powerful
and flexible than previously available.
We're taking advantage of power in both
the DSP and quad-core domain, which
extends exponentially present and future
processing possibilities.
It also contains onboard Wi-Fi, 10.5inch touch screen, Livewire, an installation wizard that makes the out-of-the-box
experience much easier. soft-patchable
headphone monitor, along with ahost of
additional useful goodies.
RW: Does this replace one or more models in your line?
Foti: Well, it becomes the new flagship.
Eventually, Omnia.5 will head off to the
processing home for the aged.
RW: Are there various configurations of
this processor?
Foti: Yes. There are various options for
monitoring the FM multiplex signal, HD
Radio diversity-delay with ramp in and
out function, and we're going to add as
an option the Arbitron PPM encoder and
confidence monitor. There's other stuff in
the works as well.
For information,
audio.com.

visit wwwminnia

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

SI,599
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ARC-IOU

ARC-15RP

MARC- I5-12

www.arrakis-systems.com
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WHO'SBUYINGWHAT
Sonifex equipment is part of a
refurb project of two air studios at
Hospital Radio Bedside at the Royal
Bournemouth Hospital in Dorset, United
Kingdom. The operation broadcasts to
five hospitals and online at www.hospitalradiobedside.co.uk. Engineer Simon
Davies is using new Sonifex S2 split
mixers, SignalLED studio signs and
RB-SS 10 10-way stereo analog source
selector/mixer ...
The University of Central Florida
chose emergency notification provider viaRadio Corp. to add its Envoy
Emergency Solutions system on its
Orlando campus. The system uses common alerting protocol to send an auto
message to special receivers in strategic
locations, to notify listeners of weather
events, NOAA alerts and other emergency info from university officials.
UCF uses the platform as part of an
RDS emergency notification network
called UCF Alert. ...
Separately, Putnam County, Tenn.,
Emergency Management Services/911
will use the Envoy platform as part of
its RDS emergency notification system. Receivers will be used to notify schools, hospital, nursing homes,
government buildings and emergency
responders. ...
Audio-Technica said 3,000 of its
microphones were used at the Winter
Olympic Games. Olympic Broadcast
Services Vancouver (
OBSV) was the
host broadcaster. ...
India's national broadcaster All
India Radio placed an order for apair of
megawatt DRM-capable medium-wave
transmitters to replace analog transmitters of similar capacity at Chinsurah
(West Bengal) and Rajkot (Gujrat).
The transmitters can be operated in
analog, in simulcast or in DRM mode
with automatic changeover between the
three operational modes. The transmitters will provide coverage to large areas
in the Indian sub-continent as well to
the West, North, East and Southeast
Asia, the DRM Consortium stated,
adding that this purchase "underlines
the commitment made by India to new
technology in general and the DRM
standard in particular." ...
Corus Entertainment Ltd. installed
aWheatstone Wheatnet IP-based audio
network for a new facility that covers the Kitchener/Cambridge markets,
sold through Ron Paley Broadcast.
The system is using a Cisco Catalyst
Series Gigabyte Ethernet switch with
redundant power supply. Tristan Brake
is chief engineer, working with TRC
Systems on the install. ...
Separately, the University of
Toronto and Chief Engineer Sam
Petite purchased a Wheatnet IP sys-
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tern for a new broadcast studio on
campus purchased through Ron Paley
Broadcast and installed by TRC
Systems using aCisco Catalyst Gigabit
Ethernet switch.

Hospital Radio Bedside Studio is usiig
Sonifex 52 mixers.

Specialty Data Systems said CHIN
Radio International chose the SDS
Symphony system for its three radio
stations in Ontario. CHIN Radio provides multilingual programming in
approximately 30 languages. ...
Telos Systems said recent users
of Zephyr include Godaddy.com in
Scottsdale, Ariz.; WQDR(FM) in
Raleigh, N.C.; WAI)0( AM) in New

Dissatisfied
with your
IBOC
coverage?

York; KRDA(FM) in Fresco, Calif.;
and Sirius Satellite Radio in New
York.
Mayah said about a dozen radio
stations in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland broadcasted a concert
by Robbie Williams in Cologne in
March. Frankfurt- based Hit Radio
Mt handling signal distribution, used
audio codecs over ISDN lines. Ten
C1161 units were supplied by Mayah
to supplement the station's existing
gear, transmitting live audio with aptX, MPEG-4 AAC, MPEG Layer 2 and
Layer 3formats.

raiMikeene
-

A digital power
increase may
not be your
best option.

discover

ILLUMITRON
The SWR Antenna that offers maximum
improvement at minimum cost
The SWR ILLUMITRON antenna puts
more than 99% of its RF power into a
single lobe on the horizon, resulting in a
major reduction of random signal strength
variations and multipath interference

New ILLUMITRON models have dual
inputs for analog and digital. which
eliminates the need for expensive,
power-wasting hybrid combiners
Upgrade your FM signal and eliminate
IBOC problems with abetter antenna
Contact SWR today ,

Systems
With Reliability Inc.

800-762-7743
www.swr-rf.com
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CHURCH
(continued from page 1)

phone systems and speakerphones.
The Telos 10 is but one achievement on his résumé.
Church, 53, takes his place this month among aselect
group of broadcast engineers as the recipient of the
NAB Engineering Achievement Award, an honor
bestowed for significant contributions to engineering.
It's adistinguished list that includes the likes of Carl
E. Smith, Jules Cohen, Bob Orban, Hilmer Swanson
and other luminaries.
"I've enjoyed every aspect of my career. It's been
very satisfying," he said.
Church, considered an authority on telecommunications and audio coding, also is responsible for designing the first product to combine
MP3 audio and ISDN telephone technology.
The self-taught electronics product designer released
the Telos Zephyr in 1993, which allowed for transmission of high-quality audio without dedicated audio
circuits and satellite paths. Then in 1997, he and business partner Frank Foti co- invented the Omnia.fm
audio processor — thus, as the NAB put it, perfecting
the DSP-based stereo generator and composite limiter.
Telos Systems, based in Cleveland, has 50 employees and multiple divisions, including Omnia audio
processors, Axia audio consoles and Linear Acoustic
TV audio processors and encoders. Broadcasters
in approximately 175 countries use its equipment,
according to the company Web site.
Church, who was born in San Diego, began his
broadcast engineering career in 1975 at WFMK(FM)
in Lansing, Mich. He later worked at WWWW(FM)
in Detroit as abroadcast engineer just prior to Howard
Stern's arrival in 1980.
But it wasn't until Church moved to Indianapolis as
full-time broadcast engineer and part-time talk show
host at WFBQ(FM) that he began work on the innovation that launched his equipment career. It was there,
frustrated by phone lines that delivered poor fidelity
and levels and as well as a low-frequency bubbling,
popping sound, that he began two years of work on the
Telos 10 digital signal processor hybrid.
"I was hosting a weekend call-in show and had
strong motivation to make the phones sound better.

We were using a speaker phone system that really
was a big distraction when putting calls on the air,"

bit," Church said. "Anyway, he got it for me and as it
turned out Igot the only chip allocated to the United

he recalled.
The technological breakthrough for the phone
hybrid came after several fortuitous breaks, Church
said.

States."
Church went to work but soon ran into other obstacles, he said.
"There were no tools. You need tools for getting
audio in and out of the chip and tools for writing software to run off the chip. It was ahuge struggle."
Eventually Church converted aRadio Shack TRS80
personal computer into adevelopment system for writ-

IMP CHIP
"It was avery painful process to get where Iwanted
to go with it. Iknew it was going to be through digital
signal processing somehow, some way. But no one
had ever used [ DSP] before for radio broadcast. We
think of digital being so ubiquitous today, but this was
before even compact disc players."
At the time the only DSP chip available was from
Intel, but Church said he learned early in the development process that the Intel chip suffered from
poor performance and wasn't up to the task for his
application.

"I had heard about another DSP chip from NEC, the
Japanese company. However, there was only something like 20 prototypes of the NEC chip in the whole
world. Well, Ihad to find one of those DSP chips,"
Church said.
It turned out there was a NEC sales office in
Indianapolis, a bit of a hotbed of audio technology
thanks to the presence of research and development
arms of Western Electric and RCA, as well as aDelco
Electronics manufacturing plant.
"I went and paid avisit to the one salesman NEC
had in Indy, and turns out he was abig fan of the radio
station and my show. Itold him what Ineeded and he
wrote aletter to the main office asking for one of the
DSP prototype chips. Ithink he told them Iwas working on a ground-breaking project, but embellished a

WMMS(FM) in Cleveland in 1985 to become director of engineering. However, entrepreneurial drive
won out and Church left in 1988 to work solely on his
fledgling business.
Church had sold one of the first Telos 10 hybrids
to Foti, who was then chief engineer at WHTZ(FM)
in New York. Foti, who was building proprietary
audio processors of his own, would launch Cutting
Edge Technologies; in 1992 their companies merged
and eventually produced the Omnia family of audio
processors for broadcast and streaming applications.
In 1993 Church unveiled the Zephyr, the first
product to combine MPEG Layer 3 audio and ISDN
telephone technology in one product, according to the
NAB. He is credited by colleagues as bringing MP3
technology into the United States after visiting with
research organization Fraunhofer in Germany.
MP3 AUDIO CODEC
"1 saw the potential of MP3 and really locked onto
it. We thought it was the best audio codec, first over
ISDN and then as ameans to do music on the Internet.
It was very gratifying to see it take off in the United
States," Church said.
According to the NAB's award announcement,
"Church is also credited with designing Zephyr NET,
the first ISDN-based program distribution network and
the first low-cost alternative ad-hoc audio distribution
system in the world. For streaming audio, Church

"Before Steve's Telos innovations cleaning up the
quality of the telephone caller and balancing the
presentation between caller and talent, telephone
based talk radio was primarily afringe-time feature
on radio.... And that's for just one innovation."
— Denny Sanders, Telos Systems general manager

'out of the box' thinking, working to be aparadigm

erasable programmable read-only memory.
After fits and starts, Church perfected the technology and launched the Telos 10 digital hybrid; call-in
talk radio has never been the same, according to industry observers.
Meanwhile, Church shifted from Indianapolis to

'The future is audio over IP. VolP and audio over IP will all be
very closely connected throughout the broadcast structure.'

To hear Steve Church's collaborators at Telos
Systems tell it the winner of the NAB Engineering
Achievement Award is brilliant but humble:

"While Icould easily write volumes about Steve
and his accomplishments, probably one of the best
he brought to my life, and our company, has been

ing code for the NEC chip.
"The chip had an EPROM, but Istill had to figure
out how to program it," he added. EPROM stands for

4
1111114,

LOYAL COLLEAGUES

"This is atreat for those of us who work closely
with Steve. He's not the kind of guy who blows
his own horn, but his ideas have truly changed the
broadcast industry in subtle but significant ways."
— Michael Dosch, Axia Audio
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Church is flanked by Omnia Audio President Frank
Foti, Left, and Axia Audio President Michael Dosch.
changer and disruptive technology creator. All of
this done with no trace of ego. He's aguy who can
be dreaming out on the new frontiers of technology one minute, and then have an ad hoc chat with
Pete Townshend of The Who about some abstract
article he read in The Economist."
— Frank Foti, Omnia Audio

invented the hardware MP3 encoder with a built-in
audio server, the Audioactive Hardware Streaming
Encoder, which for the first time enabled streaming for
radio stations as we know it today."
Church — who cites Maj. Edwin Armstrong,
inventor of frequency modulation (FM) broadcasting, as a major inspiration — also created the first
standards-based audio-over- Ethernet transmission
system for broadcast in 2003. The protocol, called
Livewire, used standard Ethernet as a transmission
backbone and off-the-shelf switching components to
(continued on page 34)
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NAB SALE PRICING!
WHY

buy just aconsole when you can buy a console with FREE installation?

NOW

buy a Radio Systems console and get a FREE StudioHub+ - complete wiring package including

all pre- made interconnection cables, 3 headphone amps AND an audio distribution amplifier.

OR

instead of the complete StudioHub+ wiring package, take $
1,000.00 off the list price of any analog
console and $1,500.00 off the price of any Digital console.

CALL

Radio Systems or your favorite dealer today.

MILLENIUM

Studios 4:

Stuck() s

4:

Digital Broadcast Consoles
6, 12, 18 Channel

relYSTEM3

MILLENIUM
Analog Broadcast Consoles
6, 12, 18 Channel

a is
601 Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000 • Fax: 856-467-3044 • www.radiosystems.com
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CHURCH
(continued from page 32)

that, combined with the big broadcast

while traveling to Estonia in 1996 to

groups having to pay down lots of debt.

visit aTelos sales office.

is causing lots of trouble." he said.

"I found Riga to be very appealing
and charming. The people were very

create real-time, uncompressed audio

"Thus, the broadcast equipment busi-

routing systems.
Livewire eventually

ness is hurting."
Despite the downturn here. Church

became

the

which sells studio control surfaces and

singles out India, Asia and most of
Europe as strong markets for Telos and

routing switchers.

its sister companies.

core technology for Axia IP Networks,

HONOR ROLL

nice. There is a large segment of DSP

Past winners of the NAB
Engineering Achievement Award

experts and audio people there in a

are listed. Beginning in 1991, radio

research institute at the local university

and TV winners were named; radio

that we hire for projects.

winners are shown.

"It's actually been a very benefi-

"The future is audio over IP." he says

1959 John T. Wilner

today. "That story will unfold over the

1960 T.A.M. Craven

next few years. There will be an evolution in audio studio design. We're not
there yet." Voice and audio over IP,

1961 Raymond F. Guy

'I saw the potential of MP3 and really locked onto it.'

1962 Ralph N. Harmon

he continued, " will all be very closely

1963 Dr. George R. Town
1964 John H. DeWitt Jr

connected

1965 Edward W. Allen Jr.

throughout

the

broadcast

1966 Carl J. Meyers

structure."
Speaking of the future, the condi-

1967 Robert M. Morris
techni-

cial relationship both personally and

1968 Howard A. Chinn

C'hurch's mind these days, especially

cal training

instead tak-

professionally," he added. Church met

1969 Jarrett L. Hathaway

the financial condition of major broad-

ing finance, economics and philosophy

his wife Lana in Latvia; they recently

cast groups, he said.

classes at several schools, mostly at

"Of course you have the macro influence in that the economy in general is in

married.
This year's Engineering Achievement

1970 Philip Whitney

Buffalo University.
He has spent much of the past decade

Award for Radio will be presented to

1972 John M. Sherman

a serious funk. Broadcasting is highly

living in Riga. Latvia, and finds life in

Church at the Technology Luncheon

1973 A. James Ebel.

dependent on consumer spending, and

the Baltics fascinating. He found Latvia

during the NAB Show in Las Vegas.

1974 Joseph B. Epperson

tion of the economy is never far from

Church

never had

formal

in college,

1971 Benjamin Wolfe

1975 John D. Silva
1976 Dr. Frank G. Kear

II MARKETPLACE

IP NETWORK CONTROLLER:

Barionet 50, an IP controller or hub for all IP devices in a

1978 John A. Moseley

EMPOWERING:

network to communicate

1979 Robert W. Flanders

Power protection manufacturer

Barix offers the

1977 Daniel H. Smith

SurgeX International introduced a line of power con-

and be controlled. An IP

ditioners and surge protectors, the SX1200 family, for

coffee maker? IP water

1980 James D. Parker

worldwide use. The line offers regional variants including

meter? IP security

1981 Wallace E. Johnson

United Kingdom ( 13 A), Europe ( 16 A), China/Australia

camera? IP light-

1982 Julius Barnathan

ing controllers?

1983 Joseph Flaherty

All can be routed

1984 Otis S. Freeman

to, monitored

1985 Carl E. Smith

and controlled via

1986 Dr. George Brown

the Barionet 50. For

1987 Renville H. McMann

radio broadcasters, a Barionet

1988 Jules Cohen
1989 William Connolly

50 might monitor the local machine room's equipment,
(10 A) and South Africa ( 15 A). The variants also use
region-specific plug styles (different than traditional U.S.

front- door camera at night, outside weather monitors and

NEMA style). All models share Advanced Series Mode

the equipment at the remote transmitter site — lights,
security camera, transmitter, power, backup generator —

1990 Hilmer Swanson
1991 George Marti

and Impedance Tolerant EMI/RFI filtering. Some ( RLi and
RTi) have SurgeX's Inrush Current Elimination ( ICE) and

in one application. And of course the coffee maker. Barix
offers afree programming app for creating applications

1992 Edward Edison &

Catastrophic Over/Under-Voltage Shutdown ( COUVS) tech-

for the Barionet 50. www.barix.com.

1993 Robert M. Silliman
1994 Charles T. Morgan

nologies. All also have 10 plugs, eight switchable and two
permanently on. The RLi models offer plugs for Littlites.

Robert L. Hammett

1995 Robert Orban

The RTi models offer remote turn- on capabilities. www.

SOUND PACKAGES:

surgexinternational.com.

ducers will be all over new sound effects packages from

1997 George Jacobs

Hollywood Edge. The Edge Edition Ill is a large six- CD or

1998 John Battison
1999 Geoffrey Mendenhall

The morning zoo show pro-

one - DVD package with avariety of " interesting" sounds.

GSELECTOR:

1996 Ogden Prestholdt

Cars, machinery, house-

RCS announced a new version of

GSelector music scheduling software. Version 3.13

hold objects, weather,

2000 Michael Dorrough

offers tweaks and GUI aids. One change is a " Multi Link

electronics, business,

2001 Arno Meyer

Changer" that acts a batch tool for modifying attribute

construction are some

2002 Paul Schafer

values in groups of links in one move rather than modify-

of the categories.

2003 John W. Reiser

ing each link individually. For links, new attributes have

Sound designer Kamen

2004 E. Glynn Walden

been added as well: Mood, Tempo, Energy and Opener

Atanasov said of his

are the new attributes. Items in the Consideration win-

production, " Ifind that

2005 Milford Smith
2006 Benjamin Dawson &

,DL)EDGE

old houses have lots of

dow in the Editor now

Ronald Rackley

can be dragged and

hidden sound treasures in their corners, basements and

2007 Louis A. King

dropped ( inserted)

2008 Thomas B. Silliman

onto the schedule or

attics. Ilove all their creaky and squeaky objects." Alien
Machine shop brands itself as " Sounds no one has ever

they can drag and

heard from places no one has ever been." Less a package
of distinct, defined sounds than acollection (480 cuts) of

dropped ( replace)
onto the schedule.
www.rcsworks.com.

music scheduling
reinvented

discordant, eerie, tension- inducing, distorted, jarring and
mysterious cuts. www.hollywoodedge.com

2009 Jack Sellmeyer

•,._

Congratulations, Steve!
2010 NAB Radio Engineering
Achievement Award Recipient

Steve Church

Well deserved, Steve — from

•

•

•

•

We applaud your
success and
admire your

your Live wire friends
at AudioScience.

You literally have changed the
way our industry works and
thinks, taking us to places
we didn't
dream
possible.

visionary outlook.
Congratulations
from your friends
at BGS!

•

•

•

•

/13SIAI

Fraunhofer

ENCO

Congratulations to one of
the most innovative engineers

this well-deserved honor.
•

•

•

•

•

•

4

•

Engineering is a tough job,
but for some it is apassion!

e

Congratulations
Steve from your

sound

Steve, we congratulate
you for all your
creations.

sD:u-.:

Congratulations, Steve, on your
well-deserved recognition

friends at Nautel!

— from your friends at
•

•

Crouse-Kinney Company.

•

The SAVE
DIFFUSION Team
•

•
If Steve had been present at ...

-MTF1

a.
"-.

,( 1.•Al•ININé

The invention of the telephone: "Watson is busy, but Alex, that audio really sucks."
The invention of the computer in 1946: "Guys, this runs WAY too hot."
The founding of Telos Systems: "Wait a minute. Iwas there!"
With love and respect to our favorite pioneer. — THE TELOS FAMILY
•

LINEAR

•

AV
•

On

•
DtCI

A Telos Company

Li

•

Without you, mp3
IIS
would never have been as
successful as it became.
Congratulations from your
many friends at Fraunhofer!

The entire ENCO team
salutes you, Steve, on

in the Broadcast Biz!
Your friends at BSW.
•

•

•

ACOUSTIC
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Microphones & Audio Monitors

National Production House Relies on Heil
Microphones Impress Broadcast Vet for Radio and TV, in Studio and Out

USERREPORT

)TECH

ST. LOUIS — As president of Sounds of
Chez Le Chasseur Inc. based in St. Louis,
I use Heil Sound microphones in all
phases of producing nationally syndicated
radio and TV shows as well as voice-overs

MULTIPHONES II
OFFERS THREE- ZONE
TALKBACK/IFB

and narrations for clients worldwide.
The "Travel Planners Radio Show" has
used Heil Sound microphones for more
than nine years. The live show uses the
Heil PR40 for all of its in-studio broadcasts. The dynamic PR40 does not require
phantom power, yet it offers a warm,

Kevin McCarthy enjoys
his Heil Sound PR40.

overload.
While the PR40 is agreat voice mic,
it is equally at home with musical instruments, amplifiers and even kick drums.
The PR40 was taped to the side of military cannons for the soundtrack of the
movie "Letters from Iwo Jima," which
won an Oscar for its soundtrack. Itold
you that you can't overload the PR40
and it always sounds great.
When "Travel Planners" is on location we use the Heil Sound PR20 as
a handheld mic for hosts and guests.
When the hosts are self-recording in
the field for their radio and cable TV

show, they use the new Heil Sound
Handy Mie Pro for it small size and high
quality. In noisy locations we rely on
Heil noise-canceling headphones with
Heil noise rejection boom mies. These
microphones are the same mies we use
ringside for the nationally syndicated
"Combat Showcase" MMA TV show.
I have used many condenser and
dynamic mies from Germany, the
United States and the rest of the world.
Those mies are occupying shelf space
in our storage room because Heil Sound
microphones, designed and assembled
in America, give me the sound Iwant at

B

roadcast e uipment for less.

Our competition may have led you to believe that you
know them, or that you can trust them. But the plain
truth is that they just want your cash, and lots of it!
In atime when cash is scarce, a better concept in
sales, perhaps a more progressive one, is to work
for a smaller profit and pass the savings along to
the customer.
Realize the savings you can put in your pocket.
Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today!
THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990

ID

aprice Ican afford.
Major artists and producers have
found and respect the quality of Heil
Sound microphones. Give them a call;
who knows, Bob Heil might even
answer the phone.
For information, contact Heil Sound
in Illinois at (618) 257-3000 or visit
www.heilsound.com.

BY KEVIN MCCARTHY
President
Sounds of Chez Le Chasseur Inc.

full-frequency response with what seems
like a sweet spot for the human voice.
It sounds equally good for the female
and male hosts with zero equalization or
compression.
This, along with the PR40's cardioid
pattern, eliminates the background noise
associated with multiple hosts and their
computers in the same studio. We simply ISDN the show to Global American
Broadcasting's uplink in Florida and it
sounds great.
The Heil Sound PR40 is asolid, endfire mic that coincidently fits perfectly
in an ElectroVoice RE20 shock mount.
I've used both and the Heil is a much
better-sounding mie that is impossible to

April 7. 2010

progressive concepts
305 South Bartlett Road • Streamwood, IL 60107

www.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822

Henry Engineering has updated its
MultiPhones distributed headphone
system.
The MultiPhones II has three-zone
talkback/IFB, to provide users with

"more communication and less confusion," according to the company.
It is amultiple-user headphone
system that is more reliable and
flexible than the older " brute
force" method of providing headphone jacks for multiple listeners, Henry says. Instead of using a
power amp with lots of scratchy
L-pads, MultiPhones uses amaster
unit that distributes line-level audio
to multiple " guest pod" listening
stations. Each guest pod is aselfcontained headphone amp, with
avolume control and headphone
jacks. A single master unit can support up to 12 guest pods.
The new MultiPhones II master
unit now features three-zone talkback/IFB. The guest pods can be
divided into three groups, each of
which is an independent "talkback
zone." For example, in atypical
radio studio environment the guest
pods could be divided into host,
guests and call screener zones.
Headphone listeners who need
the cues will hear them; listeners
who don't want to be disturbed
with unnecessary IFB chatter won't
be. When the talkback/IFB function
is used, regular program audio is
momentarily dimmed or ducked.
For information, contact Henry
Engineering in California at (626)
355-3656 or visit vyww.henryeng.
COP,.

Your Number One Source
for Broadcast Equipment!
Free Upgrade from

Iffiliélm14=! UR-20 Six Pack!

«
--

Buy an Omnia 5EX FM and get a Free upgrade to an
Omnia 6EX

««

Get a6- Pack of KOSS UR-20's for only $89!

PowerStation from

The Indestructible Console Engine. Audio-over- P has
never been more affordable. Call for special pricing.

$

Dixon
Systems. NM-250 MKII

Nx6 Bundle from

t
.

-- um•L---;

6 6 r

The new Telos Nx6 Talkshow System now packaged
with a Desktop Director and Assistant Producer call
screening software. Call for package pricing.

ES- 102U NAB Special!

ES- 102U: Low-cost yet accurate GPS Master
Clock/Time Code Generator. Priced at $ 1,199.
Special pricing ends May 31st.

eg et*,9e
3%

Designed Specifically for Newsroom/Workstation
Operation with Optional USB interface.
Priced at $999.00

ClirMIF Anywhere!

Irimm

mom

A Multiband Processor you can use everywhere!
AirTools Multiband Processor 2M $2199 MSRP

Problem Solvers for Transmitters
and Studios from

bdi

SWP-200:

Calibrated RF Power Meter & RF Switch Controller for Digital and Analog RF applications.
Starting at $ 1,795.

ATB-300:
GPM-300:

Analog & Digital synchronous audio switcher DA with programmable features. Starting at $ 1,995.

E trrie» IFC
We stock all your common connectors.

Analog & Digital 8x8 synchronous cross point switcher with programmable features. Starting at S2,195.

DAB-300:Dual

path switch designed for use in digital audio IBOC routing. Allows for synchronous switching of

analog and digital audio paths simultaneously. Starting at $2,495

Broadcasters General Store
352-622-7700 • www.bgs.cc
Visit our " Bargain Barn" on the web!
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AKG C414 XLII Performs in Belgium
Latest Version of Recording Microphone
Treats Vocal and Instruments with Kindness

USERREPORT
BY PASCAL ZANDER
Senior Sound engineer
RTBF
LJEGE, BELGIUM — The C 414XLII
from AKG is the successor of the C 414
B-TL II. It is alarge-diaphragm condenser
microphone with 48 V phantom power.
When the original C414 was born in
1971, it became a legend among sound
engineers. What does this "modern" version of alegend have to offer?
Iwant to start by mentioning the accessories that come with the microphone
because it is really what struck me when I
first opened the C414XLII case.
The C414XLII comes in asmall hardshell case. Everything a user needs is
inside the case: the microphone, ashockmount, awindscreen and even apop filter.
Yes, you heard me right; all of these
extras are included in the package. That is
apleasant surprise when you open the box.
Second surprise is that these accessories
are well-made, not low-quality products.
Ihave microphones that cost several
times the price of the AKG C414XLII
that do not have that many accessories.
THE MICROPHONE
The AKG C414XLII is a sideaddressed, large-diaphragm condenser microphone. As usual with AKG,
users can expect awell-made and robust
microphone.
The body of the microphone has
two sides which have switches. On the
first (with the gold grid), you'll find
the pickup pattern switch. Five main

Pascal. Zander and the AKG C414 XLII
pickup patterns are offered to the user:
omnidirectional, wide cardioid, cardioid, hypercardioid and bidirectional/figure 8. A green LED indicates the chosen
pickup pattern. The clever thing here is
that there are four more, intermediate
pickup patterns that are "in between" the
main pickup patterns positions.
All switches on the microphone can
be locked for trouble-free use.
On the second side (with the black
grid) are two sets of switches; the first is
alow-cut, the second is the curve of the
low-cut filter. Once again, agreen LED
will show users what was selected. The
low-cut filter presets are 0Hz, 40 Hz, 80
Hz and 160 Hz. Attenuation curve presets are 0dB, —6dB, — 12 dB and — 18 dB.
Another feature is an overload LED.
The stated dynamic range is 152 dB.
This will let you use the C414XLII as

STATION SERVICES
Common Ground for
Uncommonly Successful
:30/:60seo. Radio Features
Something New Every Month)
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Sales Professionals

ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David at 615-776-1359
or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

an overhead microphone.
The capsule of the microphone has
aslight presence boost at around 6kHz
to "enable lead vocals and solo instruments to be placed even in adense mix,"
according to the manual.
IN USE
Ifirst used the C414XLII to record
some voice-overs in a pretty deadsounding vocal booth. What became
immediately clear is that the AKG
microphone is not neutral. When compared to a Neumann TLM103 usually
used in that vocal booth, the AKG mic
offered more character.
Ifind it positive to be able to offer
something a "little special" as an alternative; on the other hand, the C414BXLLII did not fit all the voices that came
in for the test. It brought some "body" to
those who had "narrow" voices.
Ialso used the C414XLII on female
singers. The AKG microphone did not
suit one singer's voice so it was left
aside; for another the C414XLII won
the comparisons easily.
Ialso used it at a music ensemble
recording. Idid not have two so Icould
not put together astereo pair for testing;
however the AKG microphone bailed
me out anyway. The stage was small

and crowded with musicians. Iwanted
to put aspot mic on the percussion and
drum kit on the back of the stage but
there were so many musicians around
the percussions there was no place for
me to put my spot mic.
In came the C414XLII with all of its
switches and customization possibilities. Isqueezed the microphone stand
just between the drum kit and the percussion kit. Ichanged the pickup pattern from cardioid to wide cardioid and
filtered some lows to prevent overload.
I had my spot mic — not physically placed at the ideal position, but the
C414XLII performed its task perfectly
thanks to its versatility. This would not
have been possible with afixed pattern
microphone.
Is the C414XLII the perfect microphone for every job? No, but it should
perform adequately on all the jobs you'll
have. Here in Europe, the C414XLII is
sold at around €800 (app. $ 1,049 street
in the United States). At that price I
don't think you'll find another microphone that will give you as good results
with so many possibilities and with so
many accessories.
Could the C414XLII be the microphone one could take on adesert island?
Isurely would.
For information, contact AKG in
California at (
818) 920-3212 or visit
vvww.akg.corn.

TECHUPDATE
PRIMACOUSTIL TAMES THE RECOIL
The Primacoustic
Recoil Stabilizer is a
speaker mounting device
designed to eliminate
disruptive resonant coupling from aloudspeaker
to the stand, while providing astable base that
reduces the recoil caused
by the forward energy of
the loudspeaker motion.
Made from three basic
components, the Recoil
Stabilizer essentially is a
platform for the loudspeaker that features ahigh-density foam base that isolates the speaker from the
shelf, monitor-bridge or stand. According to Primacoustic this effectively decouples the loudspeaker to eliminate vibration-borne resonance to the substructure.
A heavy laser-cut steel plate is added and sandwiched between the isolation layer and anonslip neoprene top. The steel plate adds significant mass
to the structure and serves to stabilize the speaker. By reducing the backward
"recoil" energy as the speaker coil pushes energy forward, initial waveform
transients no longer suffer lag and the sharpness of the resulting pulse is
more defined. Primacoustic claims that the result is significantly greater detail
at all frequencies, with tighter bottom end and improved depth of field.
The Recoil Stabilizer is available in various sizes and weights to address different speaker designs.
For information, contact Primacoustic in British Columbia at (
800) 9391001 or visit www.primacoustic.com.

Afast paced station needs asystem that can keep up Ad
is easy to use. Op-Xgives us the tools we need to deliAr
the sound Houstonians have come to expect from KRBfre."
-Leslie Whittle, Program Director
KRBE, Houston, TX

Modular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system at afraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
Each studio client is capable
of accessing all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote voice- tracking allows
for creation of content for
remote studios also running
Op- X.
The revolutionary design of
Op- X's clock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op-X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.

AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was
introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so
excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take
alook at the new Op-XRadio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-X's versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either Axia IP-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles.
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five high-performance transducers, driven by

VVOHLER PROVIDES MONITORING
AND METERING

three power amplifiers. Two amplifier/driver
combinations handle mid- range and highfrequency information in stereo ( left and right
speakers) while the third (center) channel

VVohler Technologies' AMP2-S8DA multi-format audio
monitor provides audio monitoring of AES/EBU and analog signal sources.
The 2 RU unit is capable of monitoring eight channels from two sets of four

reproduces information below the 500 Hz crossover point (woofer speaker).

AES/EBU signal pairs (balanced and unbalanced) or eight balanced analog channels. Eight 53- segment tricolor LED bargraph audio level meters provide visual
level monitoring.
The AMP2-S8DA features a high- contrast LCD display on the front to show
user settings and status (as currently selected), type of signal, channel selection,
mute status and phase/correlation (alternately).
The acoustic design of the AMP2-S8DA provides focused sound in aclose-field
(1 to 3feet) space, which provides a higher SPL for the operator while reducing
ambient sound and adjacent- bay crosstalk. The audio amplifier section features

Protection circuits are incorporated to protect the speakers, and magnetic
shielding allows placement adjacent to magnetically sensitive equipment such as
video monitors.
The AMP2-S8DA is suitable for monitoring in areas with high noise levels
such as transmitter sites and server/network rooms, or any area where ambient
noise tends to make it difficult to determine the quality of the monitored audio.
Confidence that a particular signal is present is determined in critical applications
by the LED metering.
For information, contact Wohler in California at ( 510) 870-0810 or visit

www.wohler.com.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE
Receivers

ADVANCED WATTCHMAN
MONITOR/ALARM

DAYTON INDUSTRIALCORPORATION
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234
Tel: ( 941) 351-4454 Email: salesgdaytonindustrial.com
Web Site: www.DaytonIndustrial.com

•ual-port Forward and Refle
• Analog/Digital Power Monitor
•Network Interface for Setup,
Monitoring, Alerts and Datalogging

OU IS1ANDING specifications and pricing on
professional quality receivers for EAS, monitoring

•Audible, Visual and email Alerts
with Failsafe Operation
•Bright Fluorescent Display of
Forward and Reflected Power
•Two Year Limited Warranty

AS YOU UPGRADE YOUR STATION

and translators. The AFC3 is a three receiver rack
mount that is configured to your EAS or monitoring
specific application. Each receiver has internal frequency selection ( PLL) switches, frontpanel controls and indicators, and rear panel connections.

UPGRADE YOUR REMOTE CONTROL

111111111111111111111M
THE MOST ADVANCED IP 8r POTS
REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM ON
THE MARKET

WWW.AARLON.COM
800-262-9425

(713) 722-0169

www.coaxiaLcom

Price: Approximately $ 1300
(depending on receiver choice)

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SCA, NOM
Weather, Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers.
All receivers are PLL(synthesized) designs using the latest
state of the art components and are available as stand alone
receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations.
Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980.

You're
Here!

Idfielliitwinom

RIA)

.41
radio
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Professional Broadcast Engineering Services include:

...and so are

•Complete facility design & integration services

the potential
buyers for

•Custom wiring harnesses — we build, you install
•Turnkey systems — large & small
•Passionate, knowledgeable staff with over 150 years combined experience

•

1U

*.

Radio World is agreat place

•New & pre- owned equipment sales

to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!

(866) 386-4001
solutions@dre.cc

digital radio.enci inee

To advertise, call David at:
rI
t1(

212-378-0400 ext. 511
or e-mail: dcarson@nbmedia.com.
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ITECH UPDATES

GENELEC NEW 8260A IS
A THREE-WAY SYSTEM

AUDIO-TECHNICA FEATURES
NEW BROADCAST HEADSET

The Genelec 8260A three-way
DSP monitoring system is the lat-

Audio-Technica's BPHS1 Broadcast Stereo
Headset with Dynamic Boom Microphone is

est offering from the company in
Finland.

intended for on-air or live news and sports broadcasting, announcing and interviews.

Multiple new technologies are
incorporated into its design, includ-

The rugged unit features closed-back circumaural (around-the- ear) cups to provide comfort and
ambient noise rejection with minimal ear fatigue.

ing a proprietary midrange/tweeter
Minimum Diffraction Co-axial driver.
This design allows maximum use of

It also has a boom- mounted moving coil dynamic
microphone that can be positioned for use on
either side of the mouth.

the front baffle for the Advanced
Directivity Control Waveguide and

The microphone has a unidirectional polar pattern tailored for voice intelligibility over awide

enables a point source for the bandwidth between 500 Hz and 20 kHz.
The 10- inch woofer is designed

frequency range, according to the company. A
neodymium magnet in the microphone ensures
high output level and detailed sound reproduction. The microphone is more sensitive to sound
originating in front of the element, making it
useful in reducing pickup of unwanted, off-axis
sounds.
The headset's dual earphones offer an frequency response of 20 Hz-20 kHz for smooth, natural
sound reproduction. In each earpiece, a40 mm
neodymium driver offers power handling suitable
for high maximum sound pressure levels. Padded
cups provide acoustic isolation and long-wearing
comfort. The adjustable headband is cushioned.
The BPHS1 includes a user- replaceable detach-

ACS 8.2 Plus

ADMS 44.22

by Genelec and incorporates a
unique mounting mechanism to isolate it from the aluminum enclosure.

able 11-foot cable terminating in two output
connectors, one each for the microphone and
headphone; the microphone output is athree-pin

Inside are new electronics including atrue three-way
DSP card that is coupled to the analog and digital circuitry
yielding high resolution and low distortion throughout its
27 Hz to 35 kHz operating range, according to the company.
The 8260A can be operated in either astandalone

XLRM-type connector, and the headphone output
uses a 1/4- inch connector. Three windscreens are
included to protect against noise and pops from
breath and wind. Replacement parts, including
the BPCB1 Replacement Cable and the AT8162
Replacement Ear Pads, will be available separately.
For information, contact Audio-Technica
in Ohio at (330) 686-2600 or visit vvww.audiotechnica.con.

mode, using the back- panel DIP switches, or with the
Genelec Loudspeaker Manager, incorporating its automatic calibration and optimization program, AutoC al.
For information, contact Genelec in Massachusetts at
(508) 652-0900 or visit www.genelecusa.com.

Audio Control Switcher

Analog / AES Digital Matrix Switcher
•

SS 4.4

Stereo Matrix Switcher

SS 16.4

Stereo Matrix Switcher

A D CAST www.broadcasttools.com
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SOLVING TOOLS

See us at Brocekaster's General Store NAB booth 41451
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WANT TO BUY

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software
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Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
w Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with Probe 47M
I, Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMCommander
V
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocation
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro 2TM
ii Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terrain- 3D

TM

TM

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-softcorn ( 800)743-3684
ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirst
1
„=888-765-2900

Full product lu e
control & noise eliminatiot

(406) 679-0527 or email krws@
digitaldevelopment.net for a
copy today.
COMPLETE FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES

(INCLUDES ON- AIR)

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

WANT TO BUY

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438-6040

www.acousticsfirst.com

AUDIO PROCESSING

Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how you
are using it. DIY- DJ, is aLinux
based radio automation system
and now sports arecord scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER) which
allows you to schedule the
recording of a network or any
other program for replay later
as well as abasic logging system. Beside these additions the
system schedules music, does
voice tracking (ALWAYS hit the
vocal), create ashell, live assist,
exact time events, join satellite feeds, automated temperature announce, do unattended
remote events and more. Call

SYou Know We Know Radio"
CONSOLES/
MIXERS/ROUTERS
WANT TO BUY

ADM (audio designs and
manufacturing) 70s era consoles and parts. Al @ agrunwel@twcny.rr.com.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,

Harris, CCA. CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent, 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( U-1‘ Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
Looking
for
serviceable
Potomac FIM-21 and FIM41 meters. Please contact
with details. Richard Biby,
P.E. rich(a hibymet or 540338-4363.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
and 10%12 aou'. Oct.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast recording gear, amplifiers,
preamps, outboard, radio or
mixing consoles, microphones,
etc. Large lots acceptable.
Pickup or shipping can be discussed. 443-854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

STATIONS

RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY

SW Virginia 5kw AM for

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

sale. CP for 23kw on exist-

Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.

forsale@gmail.com

Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
REMOTE & MICROWAVE

WE RENT FOR LESS
Blueboxes
Zephyrs

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs STL's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment
It we don't have it, we will get it
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

S

ing tower. $275K. Possible
owner financing w/down.
276-685-1810 or amstation.

FM 6000 watt from 1500
feet hill/mountain. AM 1000
watt day reduced to 500 two
hours pre- sunrise and post sunset, 108 overnight. 5-year old
AM transmitter, 4-year old FM
transmitter. Everything in good
condition. Located in Eastern
Oklahoma. 918-413-4762.

21',400CDWORLD
1:1\-('/)/111ge

WANT TO SELL
10 kw daytimer on 1070am
in Tallahassee. Excellent
equipment and signal. Harris
DX- 10 and Harris Gates Two
for backup. $ 395,000.00 cash
price, plus $ 1,000.00 monthly lease ( pays for tower and
power bill) Possible translator available for nighttime
signal. Call Scott Beigle 850
201-1070 or email scott@
faithradio.us.
AM Station in Rome, NY,
$100K,
FM
xlators
in
Jacksonville, NC, Taylorsville,
IL, Hopkinsville, KY. mraley@
bbnmedia.org.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
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• e-mail: dcarson@nbmedia.com

RADIOWORLD

CONSULTANTS
OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Consulting Communications Engineers

•ANI, INI, NU Applications
•Allocation and Upgrade Studies
I • Pre-Purchase Inspections
' • ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•Tower Detuning
•Intermodulation Studies
•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•AM Directional Array, Design, Tuning aid Proof using Method of Moments
Fax (651)784-7541

www.michaelpatton.com

651-784-7445

E-mail: infoteowleng.com

Radio Enaineerino Contractors
E
E
E

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

225-752-4189

Michael Patton 8i Associates

5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry
would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

AM, FM DA/FM site design - build .gr rebuild
Phasor/diplexer design -build -insta I8( rebuild
AM DA site controller design - build - install

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

IR1 Studio site design - build. digital & analog

" Member AECCV

gril 7, 2010

FROM STOCK

Lice, isecl--Cprillied--Insured

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

GRAHAM BROCK,
BROADCASI TICIIKICAL COASIATANIS
Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

Ze)11111iffi

212-378-0400
ext. 511

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Mullaney
0011921-0115
Engineering. Inc.
10(3011590-9757
raewesuca
mullaney@mullener.com

1
-ull
Operatim

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

M. Celenza
Communications Consultant

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

inon Aii0.11k,11 to

ANI/FNITIV/MTK

Hal V‘),rIcAnten.

and

Over 4S rears engineering
and con s:uiting e»Crience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
wwi.v.rahrock.com

AM- FM LPFM-TV
$250.00 FM Frequency Studies
Applications, Ameements, Allocations
PHONE: (631)965-0816

IIlammo Kral, Suite K

CarKhad. California 92008
(760, 4384420

Fax: (7M)) 430-4759

e- road hnIa ... mu rt. oeh us", .ureoni

01111

FAX: (631)403-4617
EMAIL:
mcelenzacommunicationsconsultant
eyahoo.com

TUNWALL RADIO
TRC-3 CONTROLLER
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3-SWITCH CONTROLLER FOR COMBINER SYSTEMS
PREPROGRAMMED COMPATIBLE WITH ALL COAX SWITCHES

Artistic, hard-working, eager All-aroundtalent. Adobe 3.0 & Serato proficient; copywriting for commercials, news, and promos.
Master of turntabilizm, blend- mixing, backspinning & scratchin„ Gusiabm 347-601-1047
or djmrrippu@msn.com.

Strong production/audio editing skills.
Notable show prep abilities. Efficient creative copywriter. Extremely computer
savvy. Good on-air, and interaction with
listener. Pablo Jaramillo, 817-903-9273 or
Pablo.d.jaramillo@gmail.com.

330.995,9642

Contender — On-air/Sports, with strong
opinions. Energetic, and social. Very creative. Strong show prep. Good digital skills.
Trustworthy and dedicated. Robert, 817-9021360; coachrob82@yahoo.com.

Female broadcaster with Radio/Television
Experience. Very computer savvy. Good copywriting/editing abilities. Catches on quickly.
Friendly, with effective communication skills.
Shontal, 214-270-6671 or shontaledwards@
yahoo.com.

HELP WANTED

Enthusiastic, friendly and outgoing persona, with good on- air presence. Notable show
prep/copywriting. Able to relate to listening
audience. Reliable, team player. Cerone, 972821-6875; cerronb05@yahoo.com.
Genuine. Quick witted, flexible, great
communication skills/leadership ability. Musically inclined/sports knowledge.
Computer literate. Takes pride in work,
strives to be the best. Jason, 214-546-2136 or
jasonkthompson@gmail.com.
Good on-air presence and digital abilities.
Enthusiastic, jovial, and dedicated. Organized
and knowledgeable show prep. Modeling/acting experience to boot! (Without the drama!)
Steve, 469-835-2040 or cjfd128@yahoo.com.
Good production voice, and announcing
skills. Strong creative writing and copy ability. Musically inclined. Honest and dependable.
Handled PR/negotiated contracts for bands.
Samuel, 817-253-7608 or Ilymbass@yahoo.com.
Strong announcer abilities, or behind
scenes support positions programming/
sports. Good copywriting talent, plus digital and
production skills. Organized and reliable. Quincy,
972-310-6862; gbrown101@yahoo.com.

Good On-Air presence, or behind
scenes support positions, plus Creative
Copywriting abilities. Catches on quickly.
Enthusiastic team player. Industrious, determined, extremely dependable. Torress, 817902-7715 or tc_crowderOyahoo.com.
Good on-air, and new delivery. Strong
organizational and show prep skills.
Dependable. Versatile, open-minded, creative,
outgoing, caring and catches on quickly. Tyler,
817-673-1045 or rscurlock35@hotmail.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick
is available for shows, correspondent, features, etc.
Check out wvoN.bleacherreport.
corn
for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or
email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.
Are you a small market station needing a good nuts & bolts engineer in the
Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station
shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available
for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

www.tunwallradio.com

Radio Station Chief Engineer
Cumulus Redo in Indianapolis (WFMSIWJJKli94) is looking for aChief Engineer
to join our team. The Chief Engineer will be responsible for the technical and legal
operation of ..he stations as well as be responsible for the company's assets.

This

is afirst class operation with state of the art equipment and we are looking for the
right individual to manage and maintain the facility.
Candidate should have aminimum of 3-5 years solid broadcast experience and
hold aGeneral Class FCC License or an equivalent certification. High power RF
transmitter experience is amust. Strong experience with Information Technology
infrastructures, computer networks and audio playback systems is required. Valid
drivers license with clear driving record is required. SBE certification aplus.
Must be available for after-hours emergency or routine maintenance as the need arises.
If you fit these criteria and want to work for awinning team please send your resume to
indyengineering@cumulus.com
Cumulus Broadcasting Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer that offers acompetitive
compensation structure that includes full benefits.

SPACE IS AVAILABLE - Call Now
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TEL 800-532-6626

OF NEW!

INTL:
1-530-662-7553
FAX: ++1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TUBES

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS
WANT TO SELL
CCA AM 10,000 D - Call John
KQSS 928 -595 -0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

WANT TO BUY

FM Exciters - STI:s -

YOU 'RE IN

An International

THE RIGHT
PLACE'

Distributor of R I ( ' omponents

Studio & Test Equipment

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors, Rf Switches,
AM Transmitters. Continental
Communications
314-6644497, Contcomm@Sbcglobal.
Net

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio" S
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dcast Equipment
Excilimpe

For more information.
call David Carson at
212-378-0400 ext. 511

a

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
1
2
2
10
14+5
20
35

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW HD
KW
KW

2009
2001
2005
1995
2005
2005
1986

Crown FM1000E ( demo), solid state
BE FM2-C, solid state
Harris Z2, solid state
Harris HT10
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC), solid state
BE FM20S, solid state
BE FM35A

Used AM Transmitters
5
5
5
50

KW
KW
KW
KW

1982
1987
1987
2006

Harris
Harris
Harris
Harris

C Electronics

Selling used equipment?

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

30 watt HD exciter. John,
KQSS, 928-595-0263 between
9am & 6pm PST.

Buying used equipment?

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

MW5A
MW5B
SX5A, solid state
30X50 Destiny

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com. for additional listings.

New 30W Synthesized exciters
Used Harris Digit 2nd Generation exciter
Used BE FXi250 FM 8« HD exciter with ENGINE card
Used BE XPI 10. HD Generator
Used Bird Wattmeter
Used Crown 075 Amplifier

ISO 9001 Certified

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS. TRANSLATORS MIXERS•CONSOLES. RADIO LINK
RPU. MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS. SOCKETS

NEW POWER TUBES

,Contlizen.t.el eteeeonze.5
r4h
)

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB. Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
Tv STL

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: + 1-215-938-7361

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail. tranEcom@fmamtv.co

Without advertising
aterrible thing happens...

For information contact
David at 212-3/8-0400 ext. 511
or dcarsonenhmedia.com

EEV

SVETLANA

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

USA DISTRIBUTOR

esço‘ces

Worldwide Availability

To Order:
1-800-881-2374

PR o

M ow?

St-oc,
'

Outside U.S. (352)592-7800
Se Habla Español

Made in U.S.A.

P.O. Box 6409
Spring Hill. FI. 34611

U

=

352-592-78011
Fax 352-596-4884

BEST SERVICE

elnital .... dentivelcoronies.tom
• • -0- • • • e e • -• • • • • • • e • -e- • • •

••• • •• •

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
—

=

crown BroRocRs -r

Pro-Tek®

=

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

14.1MI
S

Exciters

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

Se Habla Español
&was *wren

r.

FOR THE BEST PRICE
8. 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com

Motorola

Toshiba • SOS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

00-737-2787
rfp@rfparts.co—rn

AM?''1DIJ:12
JI)i)

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com

2J3_;-) sJ 2_i3:1_d - 2_
fiDJ ) DJ1

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOMEI

21
78-0400
11
charsonenbmedia.com
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Arrakis Systems Inc.
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BSW
Coaxial Dynamics

13
40
20
5
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38
23
4
26
29
16
11
24
19
12
36
38
33
21
22
31
9, 27
17

www.axiaaudio.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bgs.cc
www.bsiusa.com

Broadcasters General Store
BSI

www.bswusa.com
www.coaxial.com
www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com

Comrex Corporation
Continental Electronics Corp.
Cordell Communications
DaySequerra
Dayton Industrial Corp

www.aarlon.com
www.daysequerra.com
www.daytonindustrial.com
www.devabroadcast.com
www.digitalalertsystems.com
www.digitalradioengineering.com
www.gracebroadcast.com
www.broadcast.harris.com

Deva Broadcast Ltd
Digital Alert Systems
Digital Radio Engineering
Grace Broadcast Sales
Harris Corporation
Henry Engineering
Inovonics Inc
JK Audio

www.henryeng.com
www.inovon.com

Moseley Associates
Nautel Ltd.
Omnia - ATelos Company
Progressive Concepts

RCS
Sage Alerting Systems
SWR
Telos Systems - TLS Corp.

25, 48
10

Wheatstone Corporation

Iread Mario Hieb's Jan. 13 response
letter to my comments in Radio World
and must offer rebuttal.
Istated here in October that the FCC
in 1974 had dismissed apetition by the
Association of Federal Communications
Consulting Engineers to have the FCC
mandate a "PE stamp" on all FCC
license applications. Imaintain that they
acted correctly by dismissing it. Imight
also mention that the Reagan FCC eliminated the First-Class Radiotelephone
License requirement for operation of
directional AM stations as well as 50
kW AM stations.

www.swr-rf.com
www.telos-systems.com

Tieline Technology
Vorsis

LICENSES, CONTINUED

www.moseleysb.com
www.nautel.com
www.omniaaudio.com
www.progressive-concepts.com
www.radiosalescafe.com
www.rachosystems.com
www.gselector.com
www.sagealertingsystems.com

Radio Sales Café
Radio Systems Inc

2

ENGINEERS AND

www.jkaudio.com
www.kintronic.com
www.logitekaudio.com

Kintronic Labs Inc
Logitek

www.tieline.com
www.vorsis.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.yellowtec.com

Yellowtec

Having aPE is not like being adoctor. There are no PEs Iam aware of who
would take on aproject outside of their
specialty.

_fD\n,

11)

RADIOVVORLD
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WEB SITEJURL

www.arrakis-systems.com
www.audioscience.com

AudioScience Inc.
Axia - ATelos Company
Broadcast Tools, Inc

40
6-7, 47
1
40
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âWORLD

047r readers have
someth rig to say

Shown: Heil PR 35

Workbench helps me
keep my level of engineer
knowledge high enough so
1
can communicate and
budget with the tech folks.
It's amust-read. 11
Dean Sorenson
Sorenson Broadcasting
Sioux Falls, S.D.

NEiL

soUn°
www.heilsounct corn

Mr. Hieb comments further, "It seems
that there was a time when buildings
burned down, bridges collapsed, mines
caved in, etc., due to poor engineering
practices."
So in Mr. Hieb's mind, aPE guarantees that everything will be just dandy
with the PE stamp. May Iremind him of
the I-35W bridge across the Mississippi
River in Minneapolis that failed on Aug.
1, 2007 and resulted in 13 dead and

HOW TO
SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date.
CHANGE YOUR MAILING ADDRESS:
Visit radioworld.com, click on the
subscription button and follow instructions
to change asubscription address.
CONTRIBUTE FREELANCE ARTICLES:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com and
request our Writer's Guidelines.

145 injured. Examination by Minnesota
authorities revealed that the gusset
plates were underdesigned. I am sure
this bridge, built with federal funds,
included a "PE stamp."
We are over-regulated beyond reason in the United States, and Mr. Hieb
wants more self-serving protectionist
regulations. When it comes to the field
of radio engineering and the FCC, Istill
maintain that aPE is unnecessary.
John C. Aegerter
Brookfield, Wis.

AM RADIO, BACK
TO BASICS
Paul, great series on AM radio. Ihappen to be abeliever in the medium. But
Iwas thinking: Is it strictly the economy
and new technology that has so many
local-market stations on the ropes? I
wonder.
Iwas thinking back to when Istarted
in small-market radio in the Midwest. In
1971, look who was doing what at good
old KCOG in Centerville Iowa:
The news director also sold. The
midday guy did, too. So did the president, the GM, the sales manager, our
one actual full-time salesperson and the
receptionist, who worked alist over the
phone.
That's seven hot bodies selling every
day on the street and over the phone.
Competition? A daily local newspaper,
a big regional daily, a TV station and
three or four other radio properties.
We also had an honest-to-God copywriter, who was part-time but worked
a ton of hours because those folks
sold so much advertising in our county
seat town of 6,000 (market area maybe
40,000). Iknow because that copywriter
was my mom. The only people at that
500 watts day/250 night AM who didn't
sell were the morning guy, the bookkeeper and the part-time high school kid
who rocked at night ( me).
Ido wonder if local stations aren't
relying so heavily on automation, satellites and running lean that they overlook
the possibilities of hiring announcers
who also sell and of using apersonable
office person ( like our receptionist) to
do some quality phone work.
Yeah, I know: Nobody asked me.
Might be the kind of back-to-basics
thing that would save some small stations, though.
Great series and a much-needed airing of many voices!
Doug McLeod
Scottsdale, Ariz.
The writer is an occasional contributor to Radio World. Opinions are his
own.
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READER'SFORUM
THE POWER IN YOUR WRISTS
Richard Strickland's article in the Jan. 13 edition, concerning
de-energized towers that are part of an AM array that is otherwise
energized ("May IClimb This De-Energized Tower?"), was very
good and timely.
Ihave aquibble that is more academic or theoretical in nature
than practical.
Mr. Strickland states, "Induced currents are aresult of forming a branch circuit with the tower. Most of the current flows
through the highly conductive steel, but some of it flows through
the climber ..."
Experimental evidence indicates that the current driven into
the climber's hands and feet is aresult of the radial electrical field
surrounding the tower. In areas near the tower, the electrical field
decreases radially as you get farther from the tower. The fact that
the climber's body hangs away from the tower means that the
difference in the electric field across his body will drive acurrent
through it.
There are acouple of experimental observations that demonstrate this.
The first is, the farther your butt hangs out, the higher the measured current in your wrists and ankles will be. The second is that
the wrist/ankle current is highest in locations where the electric
field is highest on the tower. These locations correspond to where
the current in the tower is the least. If the body current were a
result of forming abranch, or parallel circuit, with the tower, then
it would be expected that the body current would be highest where
the tower current is highest.
For radiators that are approximately 90 degrees tall, the highest
electrical field occurs at the top. For radiators approaching 180
degrees, this occurs at the top and bottom.
The current (and power) density is highest in the wrist and
ankle because these are the areas with the smallest cross section.
In most circumstances, the wrist is the controlling area. Typical
climber's boots are not very conductive and are thick enough to
reduce capacitive currents through the ankles.
It has been determined that double-gloving with aleather glove
over athick rubber glove will greatly reduce wrist currents.
Much of this information was developed by Richard Tell in
the early 1990s as part of an investigation done for the Federal
Communications Commission. Reports about this work prepared
for its Office of Engineering and Technology include "Induced
Body Currents and Hot AM Tower Climbing: Assessing Human
Exposure in Relation to the ANSI Radiofrequency Protection
Guide" ( 1991) and "Current Reduction Provided by Work Gloves
at AM Radio Broadcast Frequencies" ( 1993). Copies may be
ordered at www.ntis.gov, the National Technical Information
Service.
Gray Frierson Haertig
Gray Frierson Haertig & Assoc.
Portland, Ore.

Author Richard Strickland of RF Safety Solutions replies:
Mr. Haertig is correct that the primary source for the current
flowing in the wrists and ankles is from the body acting as an
E-field antenna, which is the reason that body's distance from the
tower and the field levels at that elevation on the tower are the
primary factors in determining the amount of current flow. There
are secondary sources, as well, including the body acting as a
loop and the body acting as aloaded branch circuit.
Itend to simplify things when lteach as long as it does not
impact getting the primary point across, which Ialso did in the
relatively short format of the RF Safety column in this case. I
appreciate Mr. Haertig 'scomments, which are correct and further explain the phenomena. The practical guidance offered in the
article remains the same.

EMERGENCY
WARNING
AHH-000-GAH
Istill get P-0'd when
Isee the "system" gearing
up for another unfunded
mandate.
Granted, the latest "idea
du jour" concerning emergency warnings has been
perpetuated by many ownIStockphotonulie Kendall
ers just looking for ways
to legally keep their stations " in the loop" while running totally
remote, sans operator. For them, ponying up agrand or two for the
latest whiz-bang contraption that repeats some "smiley bastard's"
recorded message, warning the area to prepare for acatastrophe,
may fit their lifestyle. But it's the epitome of smoke and mirrors
while providing aPMA for broadcast ownership.
For the station that's actually manned during this emergency, is that annoying EBS two-tone warble — or the even
worse gawd-awful noise burst of the "new and improved" EAS
system — really essential? The normal weather sounder developed by most of the stations Ilisten to is more than adequate to
get my attention.
Back when the bureaucrats were dreaming up this glorioski
EAS system Isuggested asurvey of all stations be made. Not
costly; done on apost card, with asimple question: "Would your
station like to continue to be involved in the EBS system?" One
small box for Yes and another for Hell No!
That of course was lambasted by the "well-heeled" and the
equipment manufacturers, not to mention the "messengers"
whose publications they wrote for, who needed that advertising,
Isuspect. Kinda like HD Radio today eh? Although, thankfully, that's not an unfunded mandate, and alean-mean-finingmachine the FCC H's have turned the EBS/EAS systems into.
But not one of these inventions will turn on the listener's
radio ... or TV ... or computer ... or whatever device the warning is supposed to be received on. Nor will it turn on the radio
transmitter of the signed-off stations, whether adaytimer or a
go-to-bed-at-midnight operator.
When Ihad adog in this hunt as asmall-station owner, jock,
salesman, engineer, janitor, etc. etc. etc., and was looking at
coming up with the money to pay for that new Sage or TFT or
some facsimile, Imade asuggestion to that august bureaucracy,
the FCC: Why not do something that might actually work?
At that time, according to the FCC's figures, 86 percent of all
EBS actuations were weather-related. So my thought was, why
not spend this revenue expanding the NOAA weather system
transmitters, so all the voids could be filled in? Then we'd have
asystem that would actually turn on during an alert and awaken
asleeping resident/listener. There were receivers on the market
that sat on acounter, bedstand, cabinet, wherever, that awaited
the "turn on" signal from the NOAA transmitter. Imagine that: a
government-run entity that actually worked.
Admittedly, during my rant at the time Imay have gone overboard by suggesting we inform Japanese manufacturers of our
intent and how there might be a "run" on those NOAA receivers.
At that time, it was my guess they would be supplying our nation
with units for about $4.95 each, cheap enough to buy several for
rooms in the home.
This wouldn't be the end-all, of course, but it certainly would
be the initial "flag-waver" and AHOOOOGGAAHH horn to
alert us, and maybe awaken us, to apending disaster. That's way
more than my AM daytimer could do in 1972 during the Rapid
City flood. Iam still awaiting atwo-tone warble. Even the fulltime operations must have figured it was superfluous.
Bill Spitzer
Rapid City, S.D.
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Comrex BRICLink

provides reliable, high quality, cost-effective IP audio transmission
over dedicated links.

plus

ISM Band 5.x GHz IP Radios

from Trango Systems, Tranzeo,
rsunumi and others avuilable at BGS
provide a low-cost, unlicensed, line of sight data link.

equals
Perfect, low cost STL solution

Use with BRICLink's linear and FLAC modes for full bandwidth audio
with minimal delay. Easy to set up. Low operating cost.

Available from

Broadcasters
General Store
www.1),

cc • 352-622-7700

Put Comrex on the Lin

BRIO•Link
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www.comrex.com

FIWHEATSTONE
ALLYEndRIES
:»ILSE NETWORKED ADIR
N
SWHEATHET-IP ARE YOUR BEST CHOICE BY ALONG SM.
When it comes to networking your facilities, there's
only one best choice. Wheatstone. For years, we've
been the network/control surface choice of top
broadcasters. And with good reason - we care.
Wheatstone's Audio-Over- IF product is the best in
the business. Here's why:
1. WheatNet-IP is easiest for astation to
implement and configure. It is, hands down,the
easiest in the industry. No need for Wheatstone to
provide factory on- site assistance unless you really
WANT us there. The manual and app notes will have
you up, running and stable in less time than any other
system.
2. WheatNet-IP is a natural for large facility
multi-station networking (and for smaller
facilities too!). It uses the IGIvIP features ot
Ethernet Layer 3switches to identify amulticast
packet, see which ports are requesting that packet,
and send it only to those ports. Traffic control is
maintained and system bandwdth is optimized.
3. Redundancy is critical. Atypical WheatNet-IP
installation has multiple levels of redundancy. Each
BLADE holds the complete map of the entire system
within its onboard memory - we call it distributed

intelligence - asystem with 50 BLADEs has 49
backups with failover in the event of afailure. Cisco
Stackwise technology provides redundancy in the
central core TOC switch. AWheatNet-IP/E-Series
console studio complex can stand alone, even if the
TOC goes down, with backup analog or digital
program audio feeding aback end router
independent of the core Gigabit infrastructure.
4. Modular is better. Why would you want to
combine your switch, mix engine and I/O into one
box? Beats us. With WheatNet-IP, you install only
what you need, where you need it. We believe in
not overselling.
5. Manufacturing quality is very important.
Wheatstone is proud to have the best track record in
the business for build-quality, reliability and intelligent
functionality. With far more up-and-running installations than anyone else, this is where we really shine.
An investment in WheatNet-IP and E- Series control
surfaces today will reward you with afuture-proof,
failsafe networking/control environment that's
infinitely updatable and in for the long run.

6. WheatNet-IP has an advantage.
Take alook at your entire environment. Wheatstone
is aperfect partner because we are always there,
always innovating. Built into every WheatNet-IP
BLADE are features others just didn't think of - handy
utility mixers, silence detection, crosspoint routing
control, headphone monitoring of any source, lots of
logic GPIO, and comprehensive metering of audio
I/O, not just signal- presence indicators. And, in the
hugely unlikely event that aBLADE needs to be
replaced, you just plug in anew one and enter the
BLADE number. That's it.
7. Wheatstone is local. WheatNet-IP and the
L- Series, just like ALL Wheatstone products, are
designed, engineered and built from start to finish
in our New Bern NC USA facility. Everyone who
works on our products is 100% knowledgeable and
immediately available. You can relax - as with the
famous insurance company, you ARE in good hands.
With WheatNet-IP, we think we've done our homework. In fact, we know we have. And we're happy to
say that we've got the best product on the market.
To learn more, and there's aLOT more, get us on the
phone or visit us on the web. We'll be happy to meet
with you and get you everything you need.

Audio Networking— Simply Evolved
phone 1.252.638-7000 www.wheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com

